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FREEDOKTEST 2013
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Rain doesn't
dampen thrill
of fireworks
for Murrayans

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger 8. Times
Pictured above, Nick Adams (left), fine arts major at
Western Kentucky Community Technical College, helps a
student work through 3D rendering in Adobe Photoshop.
Adams served as the instructor of the difficult Advanced
Photoshop class.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Area students take
Summer Challenge
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
For more than 10 years, students have been taking part in the
annual Summer Challenge Program, which takes place each year
at the end of June at Murray State University.
From battery-powered racecars to forensics and paintings to
photoshop, students spent Friday morning showing off their
newly acquired academic skills, all learned from June 24-28.
Ranging from fifth to eighth grade, students completed a rigorous week-long study in a subject of their choice - Advanced
Photoshop, Teen Cuisine, Crime Scene Investigation,
Engineering 102, Eye of the Artist, Intensive Spanish and Rock
the Vote! - as part of the most brilliant minds in the area.
Program Director Toddie Adams said this is the only program
within 200 miles of Murray specifically designed and tailored to
meet the needs of gifted students who might be looking for an
added challenge outside of the classroom.
"Everything is very hands-on," Adams said. "They take all of
their extra products home with them. The big focus is critical
thinking, creative thinking and to be challenged. We want the
kids to always be thinking.One particular classroom - Advanced Photoshop - kept children extremely frustrated. Adams said.
Tasked with the project of designing and rendering a 3D sphere
in Adobe Photoshop. complete with shadows and distortion,
Adams said many of the students spent considerable time working through a step-by-step process, often having to return to the
beginning after skipping critical steps in the process.

EDWARD MARLOWE Ledger & Times
Fireworks explode Saturday night above the Bee Creek soccer complex in Murray, capping off the
second day of activities for Freedom Fest 2013.

Russ Tish and his family
other
several
joined
groups Saturday night in
displaying the time-honored maxim of something
being well worth the wait.
When a heavy rainstorm
moved through MurrayCalloway County Central
Park at about 7:30, they
went to their van in the
main parking lot and waited out the thunder, lightning and rain. Two and a
half hours later, they were
watching bombs burst in
air as the Briggs &
Fireworks
Stratton
Extravaganza they came

•See Page 3A

•See Page 3A

WEATHER

Tom

70s
60s

70s
60s

Daly r-orecast
The National %%leather Service
Monday: Mostly cloudy with
a 60 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms High
in the upper 70s North wind 5
to 7 mph
Monday night: Mostly

Murray
III Calloway County's
Hometown Newspaper

cloudy with a 40 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms before 1 a.m. Low in
the lower 60s North wind 5 to
7 mph. becoming calm in the
evening.
Tuesday: Partly sunny with
a 40 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms, mainly
after 1 p.m. High in the upper
70s. Light west northwest
wind.
Tuesday night: Mostly
cloudy with a 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms before 1 a.m Low in
the lower 60s. Calm wind.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
High in the lower 80s.
Wednesday night: Partly
cloudy. Low in the mid 60s
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JOHN WRIGHT Ledger 8. Times
The Hillbilly Tractor Shed entry (left) won
Saturday's crowd favorite competition of
the FNB Bank Freedom Fest Parade on
Main Street, while Uncle Sam (right)
made his presence felt all dressed in his
famed red, white and blue attire.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Brutal heat continues out west
LAS VEGAS (AI') — High tempera- California were hospitalized Sunday for
paratures brought discomfort to much of the heat-related illnesses. A day earlier,
home
Nevada
a
to
Southwest on Sunday as many parts of the medics responding
region were coming off several record- without air conditioning found an elderly
breaking heat days and bracing for more man dead.
Runners in the Southern California race
sizzling temperatures.
ho required medical attention were
valthe
in
Triple-digit heat struck again
dehydrated. and some experiextremely
Southern
of
regions
desert
and
leys
Pasadena Fire Department
cramps.
California, while metropolitan Phoenix enced
Lisa Derderian said.
n
spokeswoma
temperatures
in
saw just a slight drop
were evaluated
runners
other
Several
heat
breaking
recordexperiencing
after
taken to the
weren't
but
route
the
along
Saturday.
said.
she
hospital.
Kentucky,
western
year,
At this time last
Paramedics were deployed along the
including the Murray-Calloway County
race, and buses with air condi13.1-mile
area. was caught in the grip of similar heat
provided for runners to cool
were
tioning
it
as
110s
the
into
that sent temperatures
accompanied a drought that wilted crop
in many fields.
•See Page 3A
Six half-marathon runners in Southern
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Fisherman discovers body
in Kentucky Lake Sunday
Staff Report
A body was recovered from Kentucky Lake
early Sunday morning on the Marshall
County side of the waterway.
Gary Clark, public information officer for
the Kentucky Department of Fish & Wildlife
Resources 1st District. said Sunday that a
fisherman found the body floating in the
water at about 7 a.m., near the Shawnee
Resort. A call was then received through
Marshall County dispatch. sending the
Marshall County Rescue Squad to the scene,
resulting in the recovery.
Clark added that the KDFWR and Kentucky
State Police are continuing their investigation.
An autopsy is scheduled for this morning in
Madisonville, he said. No identity was given.

141.4111111 MOW Outileer Opole
Faraday 14" Exterior Fan
(available in Aged Bronze)
• 3-Speed Reversible Motor
• Wall Mount
• Hard Wire or Cord & Plug
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II Thrill...
From Front
/1.

see, the capper to a day filled
with activities for the annual
Freedom Fest celebration in
Murray,exploded above the Bee
Creek soccer complex.
-They never fail to disappoint," Tish said,decked out in a
red, white and blue shirt resembling the American flag. His
son, Brandon, 14, was sporting
an American bald eagle on his
own shirt. "I'd say this is probably our favorite holiday of the
year, right up there with
Christmas. Our whole family
gets into it. We attended the
parade (that morning), came to
park tonight. It was a great day.
"Sometimes we do our own
(fireworks), but we thought
we'd leave it to the to the pros
this time."
Though things got a bit hectic
because of the storm, Murray
Conventional & Visitors Bureau
Executive Director Erin Carrico
said she was pretty happy with
how the festival went. Several
thousand people were gathered
in the vicinity of the park for the
inaugural Murray Bank Family
Night in the Park, featuring the
popular music group The
Cruisers, along with numerous
inflatables and booths before the
storm hit, leaving her quite
pleased..
"Things just went fantastic
this year," Carrico said, observing that other than the storm that
delayed the fireworks and effec-

to

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times

Middle schoolers from around the state gathered last week for the Summer Challenge
Program at Murray State University. Pictured above from left are Matthew Smith (Trigg),
Jackson Chumbler (Benton), Ethan Norwood (North Marshall) and Allen Mullins (Calloway)
eagerly racing their battery-powered cars crafted in Engineering 102 in the lobby of Alexander
Hall. The class was taught by Calloway County Middle School teacher Scott Pile.

•Summer Challenge...
that mistake than I could ever teach them. By
working through it themselves, that problem solv"Many of our gifted kids just go through school ing - that really makes it personal to them. By
without having to think hard," she said. "If they then, they want to take their work home."
have to struggle and come through successfully,
Students in the program met specific requirethat's what we want.
ments before being accepted. including having an
._ "That's the wonderful thing about Summer IQ of 125 or higher, maintaining proficient or disChallenge - it's the level of challenge."
tinguished levels in state battery exams and also
By the end of the week and numerous attempts obtaining a letter of recommendation from a
at the drawing board, Adams said students began teacher or gifted and talented coordinator.
to see breakthroughs in their work - a testament to
Costing $450 for residency and $370 for comtheir dedication of solving a problem.
muters, Summer Challenge Program Executive
Johnny Jones, art teacher at Marshall County Assistant Tami Dandeneau said all funds return
High School and instructor of the Eye of the Artist back into the program in order to improve for the
workshop, spent the entire week introducing stu- next year.
Jents to art mediums they may not have a chance
While demand for certain classes remains strong
working with in the traditional classroom.
each year - Engineering 102. for instance Whether it was tie-dye shirts, woodworking, Dandeneau said new classes such as Teen Cuisine
printmaking or sculptures, Jones said the best garnered plenty of attention, filling up quickly
thing to do was to give the kids a myriad of proj- within weeks of sign-ups starting.
When it comes to the program overall, however.
:cis and just let them work at their own speed.
"I give them materials and I say 'we're doing she said sticking to what works has the best polisculptures and whatever you do with it is yours',". cy.
"There's not been a lot of changes from last
Jones said. "Even if they stumble and make mistakes, they're going to learn more from making year," Dandeneau said. "It just works so well."

From Front

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

John and Sharon Hart view Saturday's FNB Bank Freedom
Fest Parade from the comfort of their upstairs balcony along
Main Street.
tively ended activities in the
park a few hours early, the
weather had treated the festival
quite well. "Last year, it was so
hot and so dry and we were having emergency staff meetings to
make a decision of whether or
not to even have the fireworks.
That wasn't an issue this year."
Carrico also said the first-ever
beer garden — offered on the
court square Friday evening —
for the festival yielded positive
results.
"It went very, very well," she
Alcohol
"(Murray
said.
Beverage Control Officer)
Kendra Clere told us she was
very impressed. We had no incidents reported and we were at
capacity for three-fourths of the
evening, and (musical entertainers) 'Clarence Dobbins and
Matty McRee did a great job.
We had huge crowds downtown
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From Front

Imo

off. The event was supposed to
be a marathon, but it was downgraded due to low turnout last
year.
Hikers, bikers and dog walkers
were scarce on typically busy
trails in the Santa Monica
Mountains above Los Angeles.
At midday, two women and a
panting German shepherd huddled in a rare sliver of shade
along a fire road before striking
out in the hot sun.
Atop San Vicente Peak, cyclist
Jeff Disbrow, 49, of Santa
Monica was clad in black and
lathered in sweat as he took a
break and refilled his water bottle.
"It's not the best day to be out
here — unless you want to suffer." he said. "It's like Arizona."
In Utah, a record 1.05-degree
heat caused an interstate on-ramp

to buckle in Salt Lake City, and
hampered firefighters in their
battle against three wildfires.The
Interstate 215 on-ramp had to be
closed for four hours Saturday
night after a short section of it
expanded. Utah Department of
Transportation spokesman John
Gleason said.
The section looked like a pothole before it was repaved. he
said. No problems were reported,
and traffic was rerouted around
the closed lane.
Phoenix Fire Department
spokesman Larry Nunez said the
city hasn't seen any deaths that
were classified as heat-related.
but emergency workers have gotten 98 heat-related calls within
the metro area since Friday
morning.
The 119-degree high in
Phoenix on Saturday marked the
fourth-hottest day in metro
Phoenix since authorities started

both days so we were really
happy with that."
Saturday's parade was full of
patriotic theme, both with participating units and in the
crowd, even the houses lining
Main Street. That was especially
true at the house of Shirley and
Lowell Latto at the corner of
Eighth and Main streets, where
American flags, red, white and
blue bunting and other accessories dominated what Shirley
referred to as "the best seat in
town" for viewing the parade.
"Well, we really like to decorate for the Fourth. It's wonderful. It's Hometown USA," she
said. "Look! It's July 4! It's the
spirit of our country!"
In addition, crowd favorites
for the parade were: 1st —
Hillbilly Tractor Shed; 2nd —
Kazoo Band: 3rd — Uniersal
Athletics.

keeping temperature records
more than 110 years ago. The
high temperature for the metro
area hit 115 on Sunday.
Temperatures could drop
slightly in Phoenix within the
coming days as monsoon storms
are expected to make their way
through the state. Such storms
could bring cloud cover but could
produce more humidity and possibly contribute to gust storms.
Several, Southern California
communities set same-day record
highs Saturday including Palm
Springs, where the mercury
peaked at 122 degrees.
Death Valley, the hottest place
on the planet. reached 127
degrees Saturday. It was forecast
to be I degree hotter Sunday. As
sweltering as it will be, it's still
shy of the record high of 134
degrees. set nearly a century ago
on July 10.1913.
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sot ingredient of
HIALEAH.H.
ten used to treat inflammation in
racehorse's legs. is now hack on the
market in its °retinal doctor recommended formula.
.According to a national drug store
survey the formula at one time became
so popular that it rose to the top of pharmacy sales for topical pain relievers.
Rut the company marketing the prodmgt at the time changed the formula and
sales plummeted. the in% emor of the
onemal lomitila has brought it back
'miter the trade name ART!! ARREST
and ...iv!, it can relieve pain for million...
ARM ARREST works tw a dual
mechanism whereby Inc ingnXlient re,
limes pain immediately while a second ingredient seas out and destroys
the pain messenger signal before it can
he sent to the brain. Considered a medical miracle by sow. the ARTH ARREST formula is useful in the treat
ment of painful disorders ranging from
minor aches and pains to more serious
conditions such as arthntis. bursitis.
rheumatism. tendonitis, and more
AR VII ARREST is available in a coosenicni roll -on applicator at pharmacies without a prescription or call I 800-339-3.140 Now available at:
WALTER'S PHARMACY
604 S. 12th St.• 753-7688
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American
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TRASH
COLLECTION
INFORMATION
The Murray Sanitation Department
will be closed on Thursday, July 4th
for the Independence Day Holiday. All
Thursday customers should have their
containers out for pickup on Wednesday
morning. All other customers should set
their containers out on their regularly
scheduled day.
The City of Murray Transfer Station
will also be closed on Thursday, July
4th.
We appreciate your cooperation in this
matter. Should you have any questions,
please call 762-0380.
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The Declaration of
• Independence in
plain language
Too _often, the words of our ing around
founding fathers are lost to us everywhere
because of our unfamiliarity with who
think
their conventions of speech. But they're above
for the most part, the men who e the law. He's
put pen to our original documents even got some
were of a regular sort — farmers. foreign troops
hunters, small businessmen. family over here trymen. Their words were plain and ing to tell us
unambiguous as they presented their what to do;
case for committing treason against he lets them in The Reid
the British Crown to the rest of sleep in our
the world.
barns
and
By Kenny
So in the plainest of language. houses, and if
Darnell
here is the explanation of a few they get to
Outdoors
brave men as they prepare to chal- messing
Columnist
lenge one of the world's preemi- around and
nent powers in order to live free. kill some one, darned if he does"Every now and then, one bunch n't protect them with a kangaroo
of people gets tired of being pushed
around by another bunch of peo"He won't let us trade with
ple and decides that they can run other countries, he taxes us whether
things themselves just as good if we want it or not, he won't let a
not better than the other folks. Just jury hear our cases and even ships
so there won't be any misunder- us off to a strange country to be
standings, we're writing this down tried by people we don't even know.
for all to see just what we plan In one place nearby, he set up his
to do and why.
own puppet government, tore up
**Anybody with one eye and our charters and kicked out our
half-sense knows that y 'all are no legislators. And if that's not enough.
better than we are, and on top of he has attacked our ships with his
that. God gave us the right not own navy, burnt our towns, hired
only to live, but to live free and mercenaries and thugs to rough us
do things that make us happy. and up and even stirred up the Indians
neither you nor anyone else can against us. And then he has the
take that away. Of course we know gall to rear back and say there's
that someone has to be in charge nothing he can do about it.
or no one will be happy, but who"We keep asking and asking for
ever's in charge is going to have him to straighten up and quit doing
to answer to us and us alone. By these things but he won't listen.
golly, we can put them into office And we've warned the people of
and we,can take them out!
Britain to make him leave us alone
"It's not that we're going to or we're going to open a can of
kick everybody out every so often 'whup-um-up' on them, too. You
just because we don't like the way people over there think we're bluffthey comb their hair or that they ing because we've been together
wear funny colored clothes or some- so long. Well let us tell you: Friends
thing like that. We'll take and take are friends, but war is war!
and take, but once we get enough,
"So don't say we haven't warned
you better stand back and stay out you. We're sick and tired of all
of the way.
this and from now on we intend
"Now take ol' King George. to be our own boss. We're going
We've had it up to here with him to be a country just like Britain
and his little Parliament. We've and we're going to be friends With
tried and tried to get along and any one we want, trade with any
work things out, but he just keeps one we like, and pretty much do
on doing things to aggravate us what we want when we want to
like refusing to sign even simple do it. And with God's help, we
and harmless little laws that would will stand together and if need be.
be a big help to us, or wanting us die together, but we won't back
to give up our say-so in things in down! So take a good look at the
return for passing a law or 'two. names of the fellows that signed
He's even made us go to meetings this — you'll be hearing from us
in the most God-awful places just again soon."
to wear us out so we'll shut up.
"And with that, a rag-tag bunch
"He keeps booting out all of of backwoods colonists who couldour representatives when they dis- n't agree on religion, trade, expanagree with him and then he won't sion of the country, or even a form
appoint any to replace the ones of government, stepped forward to
he's booted out. He won't let us sign their .names and
become not
bring our aunts, uncles, cousins and just as traitors
to the Crows, but
in-laws over here from other coun- fathers
to a whole new country.
tries, and he won't let us spread
"As we celebrate this Independout in the new territories. He won't
ence Day. remember those fellows
make rules for judges and what
judges he does appoint are his own who had the guts to stand up for
yes men. And he keeps coming up freedom and liberty against overwith all these silly programs and whelming odds — and like those
agencies just to pester the heck out fellows,let's not allow any tyrants,
big or small, to push us around.
of us.
either.
"He's got military guys standOpinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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HB 361 sponsor has 'some explaining to do'
The Courier-Journal
Louisville, Ky.
It's clear any piece of legislation in the Kentucky General Assembly billed as a
"housekeeping" measure or a
"technical" change should
come with red flags.
Better' yet, sirens and bottle rockets.
Because only in Kentucky
could a bill purported to clean
up and standardize the way
the state collects taxes on
tobacco offer a special break
to the chewing tobacco industry with virtually no notice
by anyone who follows this
stuff, including some lawmakers who voted for it.
But incredibly. House Bill
361 does just that, according
to The Courier-Journal's Tom
Loftus, who reported in a news
story recently the real impact
of the bill lawmakers passed
this year.
in August.the tax on a pouch
of chewing tobacco will drop
from about 41 cents a pack
to just 19 cents, thanks to

IN OTHER WORDS

leagues who didn't realize they
voted to cut taxes on chew-

The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky offering an opinion about an issue
of importance.

ing tobacco and expand those
efforts to the dedicated and
underfunded small army of
health advocates who lobby
year after year for increases

changing the formula used to
tax that product. The law does
not change tax rates for any
other tobacco products including cigarettes, cigars or snuff.
Health advocates were outraged, having long lobbied for
an increase in all taxes on
tobacco to discourage smoking and the use of other tobacco products that are health
hazards.
And
chewing tobacco,
though a relatively small percentage of tobacco use in Kentticky, is particularly popular
with teenage boys. Now,thanks
to HB 361, it will get a little cheaper in August. ...
No kidding. And it doesn't
help that many lawmakers who
voted for it had no clue it
cut by more than half the tax
on chewing tobacco.

LETTERS POLICY
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071, faxed to (270) 753-1927, or e-mailed to editor@murrayledger.com.
te Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes.
E-mailed letters must have name, address and phone
number.
V No letters will be printed anonymously. ,
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to
edit or reject any letter on the basis of length, style,
spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to the Forum page.
V Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by rime, except those
directed toivard the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
V Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily that of the Ledger &
Times staff.

It would seem that the sponsor of the bill, Rep. Rick
Rand,a Bedford Democrat and
chairman of the House budget committet has some
"explaining to do," as they
say in Frankfort.
We suggest he start by
explaining HB 361 to his col-

in tobacco taxes.
And in 2014,someone needs
to sponsor legislation to reverse
the cut and at least restore, if
not increase, the higher tax
on chewing tobacco.

OUR READERS
WRITE
To the editor:
Big Brother is watching us.
But not to worry. The spying and lying is for our own
good — to protect us as we
devise strategies to prosecute
the war on terrorism. Or that's
what we're told now.
However, when James Clapper, national director of intelligence, was asked point blank
in a House investigation if the
National Security Agency is systematically collecting data on
millions — maybe hundreds of
millions — of Americans, his
answer was short and simple:
"No, sir."
Later when pressed several
times about his denial, he did
a verbal dance that makes the
sauciest tango look like that
wooden totem at the door of a
cigar store.
He now insinuates that we
should be thankful for the cyber
snooping and monitoring of
social networks. His rationale
is that we can mine information with these surveillance
methods that we can get no
other way.
I'm skeptical — even cynical — but persuadable. All it
will take is for our "trust me"
officials to sic the NSA watch-

dog on the government itself
to provide some definitive
answers that have been lost in
the bureaucratic labyrinth of
stonewalling, professions of
ignorance, finger-pointing and
outright lies.
Who(name or names please)
not only denied pleas from Benghazi for more and better security but actually reduced it?
Who in Washington (name
or names please) issued the
directive to the Cincinnati office
to politicize the IRS by a series
of actions intended to intimidate and harass conservativegroups?
Where did we get an attorney 'general of- the U.S. so
grievously stricken with amnesia that he cannot recall legal
documents he has signed?
Until such answers are forthcoming I shall continue to subscribe to the cartoon wisdom
expressed by that venerable po
sum philosopher. Pogo from the
Okefenokee, who summed it up
brilliantly years ago when he
opined:
"We have met the enetri
and he is us."
Dwain McIntosh
Murray, Ky.

On the upswing in the housing market
The Daily News
Bowling Green, Ky.
News that builder confidence
is bouncing back after severThe following is an editorial from another newsal years of being on the down- paper in Kentucky offering an opinion about
an issue
side is encouraging and could
of importance.
provide a huge spark for our
economy.
ciation of Home Builders/Wells wanted to build homes were
Beginning construction of Fargo Housing Market Index. apprehensive about
doing so.
new U.S, -homes increased in Any reading higher than 50 but now as the economy
has
May and permits to build sin- shows that more builders see taken a somewhat
gradual
gle-family houses rose to a sales conditions as good rather upturn. more and more
people
five-year high. Housing starts than poor.
are building houses.
climbed 6.8 percent. less than
. What is so encouraging about
Locally, builders say they
forecast, to a 914,000 annual- these numbers is that it's the are seeing a spike in the numized rate after a revised 856,000 first time the index has been ber of homes people want.
pace in April. This will go a above 50 since 2006 during
The city of Bowling Green
long way in shoring up the the pre-recession.
has issued 51 permits for new
For the past several years, home construction this year,
expansion. Builder confidence
is at 52 on the National Asso- • potential homebuyers who up from 46 permits during the

IN OTHER WORDS

same period of time last year
In Warren County, 152 residential building permits have
been issued this year, with an
average expected expenditure of
$205,000 per residence. This
time last year, 139 permits had
been issued with an average
expected
expenditure
of
$193,000.
While there is not a lot of
difference in these numbers, it
is enough of a shift to indicate that people are becoming
more comfortable with the
economy and in turn feel safer
investing their money in a nev•
home.
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KSP testing
comes to MSU,
other locations
later this month

Obituaries
Jerry W.'Mousey' Dowdy
Jerry W."Mousey' Dowdy, 71 of Murray, Ky. died Friday. June
28,2013 at Baptist Health in Paducah.
.4ie was born in Murray, Kentucky on June 28, 1942 to the late
James Dowdy and Edith Schroader Dowdy McKinney. Mr. Dowdy
was a used car dealer and was of the Baptist faith.
In addition to his parents Mr. Dowdy.was preceded in death by one
brother. Frank Dowdy.
He is survived by one daughter,Tamra Elkins and husband Bill of
Murray; one son, Michael Dowdy of Murray; two sisters, Patsy
Bogard and Sharon Elkins both of Murray; two brothers, Darrell
Dowdy and wife Diane of Troy, Michigan and Ricky Dowdy of
Murray; two grandchildren. Jennifer and Mikayla Dowdy both of
Murray; one great grandchild. Austin Dowdy of Murray; as well as
several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held on Tuesday, July 2, 2013 at 11:00
a.m. at(he J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Rev. Paul Bogard officiating. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be1held on Monday, July I, 2013 from 5:00 - 8:00
p.m. at the funeral home.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
This is a pail obituary.

Peggy A. Buford
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Funeral setvices for Peggy A. Buford, 72. of Paducah, Ky., were
held Sunday, June 30. 2013, at 2 p.m. at the Lone Oak Chapel of
Milner & Orr Funeral Home, with the Rev. Mariann Lankton officiating. Burial will be on Monday, July I, 2013. at 11 a.m. at
Woodlawn Memorial Gardens. Visitation was held Sunday.June 30.
2013,from 12-2 p.m. at the funeral home.
Mrs. Buford died Friday, June 28, 2013. at 3:28
a.m. at Baptist Health Paducah.
She was a native of Sturgis, attended First
Christian Church and was a homemaker.
She was preceded in death by her husband.
Haynes Buford; parents. Rossie Delmar Mayes and
Melville Mae Walker Mayes; and stepson. Randy
Buford.
She is survived by one daughter. Kris Buss, of
Clinton: one stepson. Mike Buford. of Carlisle
County; one sister, Gwendolyn Hale, of Murray;
Buford
two grandchildren. Nicole Kennedy and Nyle
Buss; and three stepgrandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: American Heart
Association. Kentucky Region. 240 Whittington Parkway.
Louisville, KY 40222: or American Cancer Society. 3140 Parisa
Drive. Paducah. KY 42003.
Arrangements are being handled by Milner & Orr Funeral Home.

Celestie "Lestie" Lou Brien
Mrs. Celestie "Lestie" Lou Brien. 92 of Benton. Ky.. died
Saturday. June 29. 2013, at her home.
Born Friday. March 25, 1921 in Marshall County. She was a
homemaker, was retired from assembly department at Fisher-Price
Toys in Murray,and was a member of Benton Church of Christ.
She was preceded in death by her parents, Arthur B. Darnall and
Jewell (Redden) Darnall; her husband of 63 years, James "Buck"
Brien; one son,Glen Boyd Brien; one brother, Arthur Dale Darnall;
sister, Eurlene Holland.one grandchild and one great-grandchild.
She is survived by two daughters, Anita Johnston of Benton. and
Barbara Hallman of Adairville: one sisipiPhillis Elkins of Hardin;
dren.
seven grandchildren and 12 great-gran
Funeral services will be held at II a.m. Monday,July 1.2013 in
the chapel of the Collier Funeral Home in Benton. Gene Gilliland
and Mark Ray are to officiate. Interment is to follow the service in
the Benton Church of Christ Cemetery in Benton.
Vigitation was Sunday. June 30. 2013 at the Collier Funeral Home
in Benton.
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home.

Cirque du Soleil performer
falls to death in Las Vegas Murrayan involved in 1-24 crash
LAS VEGAS(AP)- A Paris-born performer in Cirque du Soleil's
"Ka" died after a fall during a show in Las Vegas.
Sarah Guyard-Guillot was pronounced dead late Saturday night at
a hospital after falling about 50 feet from the show's stage.
Witnesses told the Las Vegas Sun that the accident occurred near
the end of the production Saturday night at the MGM Grand.
Visitor Dan Mosqueda of Colorado Springs. Colo., said the 31year-old acrobatic performer was being hoisted up the side of the
stage when it appeared that she slipped free of her safety wire and
plummeted to an open pit below the stage.
"Initially. a lot of people in the audience thought it was part of the
(show)," he told the Sun. "But you could hear screaming. then
groaning. and we could hear a female artist crying from the stage."
The show momentarily continued, then stopped. Minus after the
accident, a recorded announcement informed audience members
that refunds or vouchers to future shows would be offered, and the
crowd was dismissed.
Cirque du Soleil founder Guy Laliberte issued a statement Sunda)
praising Guyard-Guillot and saying performances of"Ka" have been
canceled until further notice.
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SATURDAY IN THE PARK: Murray-Calloway County Central Park was buzzing with activity Saturday night during the Murray Bank Family Night in the Park that was scheduled as part
The number of times published or the length of one or more of of the annual Briggs & Stratton Fireworks Extravaganza. However, Mother Nature had a say
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
as a strong thunderstorm moved through, ending the park activities a few hours early, though
and Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or
the fireworks show did still commence. (Left) Mindy Anderson, vocalist for the popular group
space.
The Cruisers. belts out lyrics for the band. while Caleb Dudley, 5, of Murray leaps into the pool
part of a water-related inflatable, one of many activities offered for youngsters.
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DEMOLITION WORK: Ronnie Blakely of R & M Trucking and Excavating tears down a
building near the northwest corner of Sycamore and 12th streets Saturday. Loretta Jobs of
Keller Williams Realty watched nearby and said the building was the location of her first business. Although she said the building had been in disrepair and had been vandalized, she was
sad to see it go.

Special to The Ledger
A Murray driver was involved in a three-vehicle crash on Interstate
24 near Paducah Sunday afternoon.
The McCracken County Sheriff's Department said the crash happened at about 1:45 at the westbound 16 mile marker on 1-24 near
the Reidland community. Charles Duckett, 73. of Calvert City was
driving a 2006 GMC. 2500 truck when he rear-ended a 2009 Ford F150 pickup truck driven by Steven Chamberlain. 59. of Rhodes.
Iowa, the sheriff's department said in a press release.
The force of that collision sent the Ford forward, causing it to
strike a 2010 Dodge Charger car driven by Crystal Black, 19. of
Murray. Duckett's passenger. Mary Ducketts. 52. of Calvert City,
did sustain injuries and was taken to Lourdes hospital in Paducah by
the'Mercy Regional EMS. All other participants in the crash did not
require immediate transport to hospitals.

Insurance Rates
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270.759.5151
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Special to The Ledger
The Kentucky State Police is
now accepting applications for
Cadet Class 92 which is tentatively scheduled for the summer
of 2014.
Interested applicants should
visit the KSP website at
www.kentuckystatepolice.org
and click on the Career
Recruitment
Opportunities.
Home and How to Become a
Kentucky State Trooper link.
Information on the site
includes an outline of the application process. a list of minimum requirements and disqualifications, and a- downloadable
application form with a list of
supporting documents required.
a downloadable study guide for
the written test and a list testing
dates, times and locations.
Below are testing dates that will
be conducting in the western
end of the state, other dates and
locations are available across
the state, check the website for
more information:
•9 am.,July 22nd. in Murray
at Murray State University with
at
available
information
http://www.murraystate.edu/Inf
o/CampusMap.aspx.
Application deadline is July 19.
*Applicants who fail the written exam can re-test after thirty
(30) days.
• 9 a.m., July 30th in
Henderson at North Middle
School. Application deadline is
July 26.
*Applicants who fail the written exam can re-test after thirty
(30) days.
•9 a.m.. July 31st in Bowling
Green at Western Kentucky
University with information at
http://www.wku.eduldirections.php. Application deadline
is July 26.
*Applicants who fail the written exam can re-test after thirty
(30) days.
If more information is needed
after visiting the website. applicants can call toll-free
1-866-360-3165 during office
hours from 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
(EST) Monday through Friday
or leave a message any other
time.
All application materials must
be completed and returned to
the KSP Recruitment Branch at919 Versailles Road, Frankfort,
KY 40601 by the application
deadline.
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Kenlake to hold fireworks
Kenlake State Resort Park will present live
music from the Tony Logue Band at 6 p.m. and
fireworks at 9 p.m. Wednesday. July 3, at the
old beach area, located at 466 Tennis Center
Road. Aurora. For more information call (800)
325-0143.

Special to the Ledger
July 5-6,Pray Murray will gather at Harvest Land City Gate. 1714
Plainview Dr., Murray, to host 24 hours of Prayer and Praise from
6 p.m. on Friday until 6 p.m. on Saturday.
This is a community effort to unite Christians of Murray and
Calloway County to pray for this city. county, region, state, nation
and the world. All Christian denominations are invited to participate.
During these 24 hours, different groups or individuals are responsible for leading praise and/or prayer. Some individuals or groups
choose to only lead praise, others lead prayer. while some take
responsibility for both praise and prayer for that hour or two of the
24 hours. Those who do not want to be responsible for leading may
come and go at any point during the 24 hours.
Anyone who is interested in leading praise or prayer may contact
Pastor Michael Richardson to be added to the schedule during this
month's 24 hours at 293-5687 or pastormichaelhlmi((rgmail.com.

Bronda Parker. hostess of the Oaks Ladies Golf. announced the
Wednesday. June 26, winners as follows:
First place was Mary Houston. Kitty Steele. Patsy Neale and
Patsy Woodall.
Due to the holiday, golf will not be played Wednesday. July 3.
Kitty Steele will serve as hostess July 10. with play beginning at 9
a.m. It is not necessary to sign up. Pairings will be made before
play.

Ladies of Murray Country Club
The Murray Country Club Ladies' Golf Association held the
annual Member-Guest Two-Lady Scramble on Wednesday . June 26.
with Dava Miller and Kristi Hopkins as hostesses.
Several teams tied for first place; the team of Cheryl Pittman and
Becky English (78) won the event after a count back. Second place
team members were B.J. Purdom and her guest. Linda Burgess,and
third place was awarded to the team of Donna Keller and Sue
Outland. The winners of the first flight, also determined by a count
back, were Ve Sevems and Kelly Chumbler. The second place team
was Bobby Lee and Joan Hayman, and third place went to Sue
Collins and Matilda Cain. Lunch prepared by Micah Miller. Chris
Hopkins and Zachary Hopkins followed play.
Regular play will be held Wednesday. July 3. for both 18 and 9
hole golfers. Play will begin at 9 a.m. for all golfers. Pairings are as
follows: #1 - B.J. Purdom. Debbie Nixon, Bobby Lee. Cyndi
Cohoon: #3 - Pam Adams. Vicki Baker. Susan Doran, Cheryl
Pittman; #10 - Val Heath, Patsy Green. Gwen Mathis. Judy
Muehleman; #113 - Rainey Apperson. Donna Keller, Norma Frank.
Tonda Thomas; #8 - Susan Johnson, Barbara Gray. Linda Pmcher.
Pat Miller; #9 - Doris Cella, Joan Hayman. Patsy Chaney.
The hostess will be Val Heath. Those interested in playing but
not in the lineup may contact the pro shop or hostess prior to play.
If unable to play as scheduled, members are encouraged to let the
pro shop know.
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HAPPENINGS
by Jenise Howard
We have had one fun filled event
after another one this week. First let
me say we are so proud to have Mitzi
back from her honeymoon. She did
come back a little starry eyed and
love struck but that is understandable.
We of course did our regular routine
of Bingo,Skip Bo,and Dominoes but
we added some new flavor to our regular week. We had several new faces
come and visjt us and some different
types of entertainment.
The Commonwealth Honors
Academy from MSU came and held
an actual trial in our living room. We
were their jury and voted on guilty or
innocent for a murder trial. How
exciting is that? We even cancelled
some of our appointments so we
could observe the trial. I'm not sure
how sympathetic we were but we all
voiced our opinion in session and
enjoyed having our voices heard.
Debbie finished her Bible Study on
prayer this)week with a big party. She
made uiia dessert pizza, raspberry
punch and gave each of us who participated a goody bag. We told her we
were ready for another one as soon as
she was prepared to do it. We do want
to thank her and make sure she knows
how much we appreciate all she did.
On Friday, we celebrated 80 years of
the first Drive-in Movie Theater, by
going to the drive-in without a car.
Who said we couldn't have the same
experience in our own living room.
right down to the refreshment stand. It
was so nice enjoying the movie without the bugs, pesky speakers or the
awful heat.
Ow birthday wishes go out to Naomi
Hewitt. She celebrated her special
day on Sunday. Mrs. Naomi wouldn't
share her age with us but all we know
is she is still pretty as ever. We hope
she had a wonderful day and has
many 11101t.
On Saturday night, we enjoyed the
4th of July Fireworks from our front
yard. They were so pretty we didn't
even mind staying up late to watch
them. The good refreshments and the
fellowship were worth it all. We are
so blessed with such a wonderful
place to live and all our great friends
to share things with. This week was
definitely a memorable week in a lot
of ways.

...Where priceless
memories are made.
84 Utterback Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone'(270) 7344700 • 1-RW131-5014

Rebate day to be held
Yogurt Your Weigh, located at 1304 Chestnut
St., will host a rebate day to benefit Mark
Kala Dunn,
Barniville. Barniville is a fourth grade student
Community
at North Calloway County Elementary reported
editor
to have been diagnosed with cancer. The rebate
e'
July 2,from open to close. Door prizes will be
..day=7
‘ .—
Tuesday.
.
given throughout the day.

Datebook

Red Cross to hold blood drives
American Red Cross blood drives will be held at Wal-Mart of
Murray Tuesday. July 2, from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.. and at the
American Red Cross Calloway County Chapter. 607 Poplar St.,
Wednesday, July 3,from 12:30-4:30 p.m. To schedule an appointment at either site, visit www.redcrossblood.org or call 1 -800-REDCROSS. Walk-ins are welcome.
Photo provided
Pictured are participants of past Story Time events held at the
Calloway County Public Library. Registration for Fall 2013
Story Time programs begins Monday, July 15.

Registration for CCPL
Story Time begins July 15

Please support the...

.1. American
Red Cross
Every Donation Brings Hope

opportunity for us to work with
students through every aspect of
beginning their college career at
Jessica
said
WKCTC,"
Puffenbarger, WKCTC Interim
of
Director
Admissions/Registrar. "This
includes assisting students with
completing the college application. COMPASS assessments
and financial aid forms. From
start to finish, we want to make
enrolling in college a great
experience for them."
The last orientation for COMPASS assessments will be held
at 6 p.m.each night. Participants
are encouraged to bring their
high school or college transcripts to the event.
For more information about
the Enrollment Blast, call 5343110.

Offering Seven Types of
Massage Therapy Services
*Therapeutic Massage
*Deep Tissue Massage
*Hot Stone Massage
*PreNatal Massage
*Sports Massage
*Chair Massage

W.O.W. will not hold regular meeting
Woodmen of the World Lodges 592 and 728 w ill not hold a regular meeting in July. The Family Picnic will be held Saturday. July
20.

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC
Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are
welcome. For more information call Sheila at 227-1723.

Special to the Ledger
Registration for the Calloway County Public Library's fall Story
Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC
Time programs will begin Monday. July IS. The enrichment proThe public is invited to Bingo Night. held every Tuesday at 6:30
grams are designed to develop a love of reading, books and the p.m. at the Knights of Columbus. 332 Squire Road, Murray. Note
library. Sessions offered will be "Parents With Ones & Twos" and that the building is a non-smoking facility. For more information
-Preschool Story Time."
call Kevin at 293-7061.
"Parents With Ones & Twos" sessions will be. offered Mondays.
Storytime Tuesdays offered by church
Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 9-9:30 a.m. This program is
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 S. 15th St.. offers Storytime
designed for children ages 1-2 accompanied by an adult and features
Tuesdays from 9:30-11 a.m. for children from birth to 5 years of
sage-appropriate books,finger plays, music and toy time.
crafts
"Preschool. Story Time" sessions will be offered Mondays and age. The event also includes music interaction, snacks and
plus a coffee bar for moms,grandmothers and caregivers. Call 753Wednesdays from 10-11 a.m. This program is for children ages 3-5
6712 for more information.
and features picture books, music.'poems and activities.
All Story Time programs will be offered free of charge.
Legion officers giving help
Registration is required. with space filled on a first-come,first-serve
Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy. service officers of American
basis. As sessions fill a wait list will be kept and spots will be filled Legion Post No. 73. will be available each Wednesday from 1-4
from the wait list as they become available. To register a child, pick p.m. to assist veterans of Calloway County with the completion of
up a registration packet at the CCPL circulation desk on or after forms and the filing of claims with the Veterans Administration at
Monday. July IS. No registration will be accepted by phone or the Legion Post, 310 Bee Creek Dr. No appointment is necessary
and veterans are served on a first-come,first-served basis. For more
email.
information call Kennedy at 752-3333.
begin
on
Monday,
Fall Story Time programs are scheduled to
August 19, and will continue through November 20.
Atlanta trip set
For more information about story time programs contact Stacy
CFSB and Journey with Jackie will be going to Atlanta Friday.
Jones. CCPL Children's Program Coordinator, at 753-2288 or
July 26. and Saturday. July 27. to see a Cardinals vs. Braves game,
stacy.jones(cbca Ilow aycou nty I i brary.org
explore the CNN Center and more. The bus leaves Friday at 7 a.m.
from Benton Banking .Center and will return at 9 p.m. Saturday.
Seating is limited. Call (270)-527-4669 for more information and
tickets.

WKCTC to hold Fall
Enrollment Blast
Special to the Ledger
West Kentucky Community
and Technical College will offer
students interested in takipg
classes this fall an opportunity
to register during the WKCTC
Fall Enrollment Blast.
WKCTC faculty and staff will
be available to help individuals
through the college enrollment
process July 9 and II from 4:308:30 p.m. in the Anderson
Technical Building. Participants
do not have to attend both
events.
"The Enrollment Blast is an

C011111111111111itylatW11.1111.1fraylltdrilt.C#1111

DATEBOOK

Pray Murray to host
24 hours of prayer

Ladies of the Oaks

Murray It

•

All designed to
suit your budget
AND
busy schedule!
•

0
0

*HydroMassage
Ask about our MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM It's FREE to JOIN.

1710( 11. 121 North
1..) -421171

270.761.R EST

...wnnouncemen/

Good Life to travel to NYC
The Murray Bank Good Life u ill be traveling to New York City
Nov. 14-18. The group will see the Rockettes perform in Radio City
Music Hall, attend a Broadway show,go to a private breakfast and
fashion showing at Macy's and participate in sightseeing. shopping
and more. Limited seating is still available. For more information
or to sign tip contact bsykesleuthemurraybank.com or call 767-3338.

Lions to hold 5K Trail Run/Walk
The Murray Lions Club and Murray Bank will hold a 5K trail
run/walk Saturday. October 12. at 8 a.m. in Mun-ay-Calloway
Central Park. Proceeds benefit the Murray Lions Club Community
Skate Park. Awards will be given to the top three male and female
finishers in each age group. The registration fee may be paid in
advance to Murray Lions Club,c/o Don Steffey, 1605 Belmont Dr..
Murray, KY 42071,or on the day of the race. For more information
call (270)753-8977 or (270) 227-2776.

MAG events offered monthly

Miller
Matthew Boone
Douglas Alan Boone and
Lindsey Reed Boone. of
Louisville, are the parents of a
son; Miller Matthew Boone,
born Wednesday. Nov. 14.2012,
at 9:33 a.m. at Norton's
Suburban Hospital, Louisville.
The baby weighed 9 pounds,
3 ounces and measured 21 inches.
Grandparents are Mark and
Paulette ,Jones Hulme. of
Louisville; Kent and Peggy
Reed, of Princeton; Tom and
Terry Burns, of Jeffersonville,
Ind.; and Steve and Pam Boone.
of Lanesville, Ind.
Great-grandparents are Mrs.
Pauline Jones and the late
Wayne-Jones, of Murray, and
Mrs. Betty Kennedy, of
Jeffersonville. Ind.

The Murray Art Guild's Gallery, 5(X) North Fourth St., holds art
exhibitions, workshops and classes on a monthly basis. The Guild
is open Tuesday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. and by
appointment. For more information on upcoming events, contact
the office at murrayartguildia murray-ky.net or 753-4059.

Fishing tourney registration open
Big Bass Splash, the world's largest amateur big bass fishing
tournament, will be held Aug. 17-18 at Paris Landing, Buchanan.
Tenn. Amateurs will fish from the banks, docks and boats. Weighins are held hourly. with the biggest bass each hour earning a share
of the prize money. Prizes will be awarded for exact weighs, early
bird entries, random elimination drawing and optional bonus
games. For more information or to register for the event, visit
www.sealyoutdoors.com.

Mayfield Lighthouse seeks donations
The Mayfield Lighthouse is in need of donations as it renovates a
transitional apartment for its clients. Especially needed at this time
are 100 sheets of sheetrock. To make a financial contribution as an
individual, group or business, call Shanna Kay Bradley. Director of
the Mayfield Lighthouse at 247-9226.

Hazel Cemetery seeks donations
The Hazel Cemetery is in need of donations for the upkeep of the
cemetery. Persor
s owning lots or with family buried in Hazel are
asked to contrib e. Donations may be sent to Patsy Bramlett, P.O.
Box 8, Hazel, KY 42049.
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BIG DAY AT THE POOL: One girl slides through a tunnel
into the water while another prepares to leap off of the diving
board Sunday afternoon during the Culver's Day at the Pool
4at Murray-Calloway County Pool inside Central Park. Mike
Sykes, pool director, estimated that 500 visitors took advantage of the facility being open to the public free of charge. The
activity was included in the schedule for this year's Freedom
Fest celebration in Murray.
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Michigan town bids for salad bar record
HUDSONVILLE. Mich.(AP) — A West Michigan city's celebration
of its agricultural heritage is expected to include a salad bar that may be
one for the record books.
The Grand Rapids Press reports locally-grown lettuce, cabbage.
radishes, celery, carrots, onions, zucchini, cucumbers and peppers are
planned for the 680-foot-long salad bar in Hudsonville. Salads will he
served from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. on July 27.
Organizers want to set a Guinness World Records mark for the longest
continuous salad bar. All those vegetables are expected to weigh nearly
5.000 pounds. Guinness says the current record was set by a 660-foot;
4,548-pound salad bar in South Africa in 2002. Hudsonville's worldrecord attempt is part of the Saladtxml Bash, which also includes live
entertainment, vendor booths, a bike parade and a spelling bee.

Beaver caused NM Internet outage
..TAOS, N.M.(AP) — Officials have finally identified the .culprit
behind a 20-hour Internet and cellphone outage last week in northern New Mexico — an eager beaver.
CenturyLink ; spokpman David Gonzales told The Associated
Press on Friday that a hungry beaver chewed through the fiber line
last week. He says the biting evidence was discovered by contractors who worked to repair the outage.
Officials say more than 1.800 Internet'users were affected by the
blackout.The number of cellphone users without service during that
time is still unknown.
CenturyLink owns a fiber-optic cable that runs from Taos to
Interstate 25.
The cable carries wireless data for many residents around Taos
County.

Exploding fridge leads to pot discovery
SAN DIEGO (AP) --- Authorities say an exploding refrigerator
led them to a marijuana-growing operation in San Diego.
City News Service says the fridge exploded and caused a fire
Thursday afternoon at a home in the Encanto neighborhood.
It took firefighters about 30 minutes to douse the fire and there
were no injuries.
However, police say authorities later discovered marijuana growing at the house and a quantity of flammable hash oil, which apparently caused the explosion.
Three people were held for questioning.

JOHN HANN*
Associated Press
TOPEKA. Kan. (AP) — The
chief federal judge in Kansas
refused Sunday to temporarily
block pans of a new state abortion
law, including a requirement that
providers' websites link to a state
site with information they dispute.
But U.S. District Judge Kathryn
Vratil's ruling Sunday in a lawsuit
filed by Manned Parenthood came
after a state judge ruled Friday in a
separate challenge that Kansas
couldn't enforce the website
requirement for now. Vratil noted
the previous ruling, in a case filed
y two doctors, in concluding that
Planned Parenthood would not suffer irreparable harm if she didn't do
the same. The rule was to take
effect Monday.
Under the law,a provider's home
page will have to provide a link to
a Kansas Department of Health and
Environment sae on abortion and
fetal development and contain a
statement that the state's information is "objective" and "scientifically accurate." Abortion providers
object because the state's intenna
non says that a fetus can feel pain
by the 20th week of pregnancy.
while the American Congress of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists
has said there's no evidence for
such an assertion.
Supporters of the new requirement contend it ensures that
women who are considering abortions have access to multiple
sources of information about fetal
development, the risks of abortion
and alternatives to it.
"Women have a fight to know
that information." said Mary Kay
Culp. executive director of
Kansans for Life.
She said of abortion providers:
"They scream. The sky is falling.'
no matter how reasonable the bill
is.
The websjte nde is part of a
sweeping laiv approved by Kansas
legislators this year that also bans
sex-selection abortions, blocks tax
breaks for providers, prohibits
providers from furnishing materials
or instructors for public schools'
classes and declares as a general
policy that life begins "at fertiliza
tion." Planned Parenthood didn't
challenge those parts of the law.
Peter Brownlie, president and
chief executive officer of Planned
Parenthcxxl of Kansas and MidMissouri. winch operates/ an
Overland Park clinic, declined to
comment, saying his organization
had not had time to examine
Vratil's ruling.
Manned Parenthood had asked
Vrdtil to keep the state from enforcing the webNite requirement while
its lawsuit proceeds.
It also challenged a requirement
that before doctors can perform
abortions, patients must receive
information containing a statement
about the fetus' ability to feel pain.
Want concluded that "at this point
in the litigation." the objectivity of
the information is "an unresolved
question of fact."
Kansas already restricts abortions
after the 20th week following fertilization. with the law declaring
"there is substantial medical evidence" that a fetus can feel pain
by then.

Rebate Day to Benefit
Mark Barniville

ions
I renovates a
1 at this time
bution as an
;. Director of

Tuesday, July 2nd
Open til Close

pkeep of the
in Hazel are
ramlett. P.O

Mark is a 4th grader at
North Calloway County Elementary
who was diagnosed with Ewing's Sarcoma,
a rare form of bone cancer.

Also, register to win six $25 Cards &
a Yogurt Your Weigh t-shirtl

JC@GURT

YOUR

WEIGH

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 11Am-10PM
Fri.-Sat. 11Am-11PM, Sunday 12pm-9pm

1304 Chestnut Street
Murray, KY

EDWARD MARLOWE/ Ledger & Times
CLASSY MACHINES: Cars,
trucks, even military equipment
was displayed Saturday during
the Top Gun Car Show in the
parking lot of Roy Stewart
Stadium on the Murray State
University campus. The event
was rescheduled to this past
weekend because rain delayed
the original date. but Murray
Convention & Visitors Bureau
Executive Director Erin Carrico
said efforts will be made to try
and include the show into the
schedule of Murray's Freedom
Fest celebration.
Please support the

SAVE

United Aft
Way noril,
of
Murray-Calloway
County

$2 OFF
A Pound of BBQ
317 Chestnut St.• Murray,KY
(270)761-9727

With coupon only
Now through 7

Buy a New Mower & Help Support Local Kids!
For every
riding mower
& lawn tractor
we sell in July,
Murray Home
& Auto
will donate
$25
to Main Street
Youth Center.

MURRAY HOME & AUTO SCAG

ECHO
Husqyarna

41 Reilklax

Chestnut Street • Murray • 753-2571
www.murraybomeandauto.com
Mon.-Fri 7:30 a m.-4 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-12 p.m

TORO.

HEARING AID SALE!

P711

CUSTOM FITTED
Digital In-the-Ear
prices starting at

$895.00
Professionals
Available For You!

Call Today
270-753-8055
or Call Toll Free
1-800-949-5728

CO
STONE-LANG
REHABILITATION
HEARING

210 South 12th Street• Murray, KY
"Since 1876 - A Name You Can Trust"
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[

Legal
Notice
INVITATION TO BID
City of Murray Fire Department is accepting
sealed bids on a 1992 Emergency One Cyclone H205
Vin #10671 which has been decalred surplus by the
City of Murray City Council. The surplus property
will be SOLD "AS IS." Specifications and photos are
available at the City of Murray Fire Department
Administration Office located at 207 South 5 th St.,
Murray. Ky 42071 or on the City of Murray's website
:it www.murrayky.gov. Sealed bids must be clearly
marked "Bid: 1992 E-One Cyclone #1067- on the outside of the envelope and delivered to the City of
Murray Fire Department Administration Office, by
I:00 p.m local time on Thursday. July 11th , 2013.
The City of Murray reserves the right to waive informalities and to reject any and all bids.

The

020
Notice

Practical Dental Assistant Training
Registration is now open!
First class is Sept 7th
This training course is held on Saturdays for
11 weeks allowing you to keep your present
job while you gain skills for a rewarding
career in the dental field.

Information on the class, financing
options and Registration forms
available online at
www.smilepaducah.com

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*
MTD)

LOGISTICS COORDINATOR

OF MURRAY, KY

MARTIN PLANT
MTD Products Inc. is a global manufacturer of outdoor power equipment
which includes popular brands such as Cub Cadet, Troybilt, Yard-Man,
Yard Machine and Bolens

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

Responsibilities will include:
SINCE

• Monitoring and fulfillment of customer orders
• Coordination of product availability with shipments
• Scheduling loading or unloading appointments with carriers
• Data entry of order specifics into local, corporate, and third party systems
• Establish and maintain relationships with customers, carriers, and MTD
Sales/Outside Rep Agencies
Handling all aspects of accounts such as conference calls, freight
claims, returns
Willingness to help out with other duties and needs as they arise

moneys

worth.

In our family he plays some
huge parts!
We love him with all our hearts!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TRISTAN HUTSON

Lynn Grove
Self Storage
270-519-0143

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month Free!

Eyecare Specialties
308 South 12th
Murray

Cliff & Laura Key

SANDRA D's Booth at
MallPeddler's
Needlepoint antiques

Bundle TV and
Internet starting
at $64.95 per
month. Call
877-726-4077.

Find out what's I
happening I
this summer...
subscribe to the

Home Delivery
Local Mall
,Callo,io
3 mo.
$30.00
$35.00
$55.00 3 111°6 mo.
$63.00
6 mo.
$105.00
I yr.
$110.00
yr.

I

Rest of KY/TN
, Nr,,e../

A RIR

AU Other Mail
Subscriptions

$75.00
$70.50 3010.
$90.00 6 mo...-.......- $%.00
$120.00 1 yr.. . ....$145.00

3 mo.

6 mo.
1 yr
Check

han..1

Money Order

Visa

Name

•Eyeglasses
•Contacts
•Eye disease
Dr. Kevin Adams

resume and salary history in confidence to:
Human Resource Department
MTD Products Inc

, State.

AIM

ACCOUNTANT
UPG has an opening for a bookkeeperAcoountant. Our growth has created a need for
smart, sharp, meticulous, visionary and honest
person. Must have an Accounting degree or
bookkeeping experience with general ledger,
month-year end closure and multi-companies a
plus. Salary and benefits are commensurate
with education and experience.
Please call (270) 450-4111 or
fax resume to (270) 450-4171 of
email it to kwillitilupgas.cOm
for more details.

The City of Murray has the
following lob opportunities

METER READER
(PART-TIME)
Starting pay rate: $10.57/hour
Apply at www.murrayky govijobs
Questions: contact the HR Department
at 270-762-0344
Deadline for receiving applications.
4-00 p.m. Wednesday, July 3. 2013
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.

GET THIS 130

AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
Murray Ledge! &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

working

Brick Layers
Wanted
Fort Campbell, KY
270-881-2769

270-235-9328

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murray ledgercom,
you will he redirected
to johnetwork.com
'By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this wehsite
Howes er. as a national
wet-sue. not all listings
on the johnetv.ork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
ph listings. Thank you

with kids?

, City
_

Zip

, Daytime Ph._ _
I
Mail this coupon with payment to,

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Or call (270) 753-1918

Dallas WillouNlibii
Pre-Arrangement Speciiiii,!

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
1270) 753-2411 • 201 S 3rd, Murray, KY 42071

WE HAVE SOME OF THE
BEST HOMEOWNERS

KenttlaN
INSURANCE'
LINDY SUITER

608 MAIN STREET MURRAY, KY 42071
(270) 753-5842
WWW.WKYINS.COM

Please send

DO you love

, St. Address

I ,x•irlItt 011'Oted iiiid
Terated sIlliT 188t,

H

RATES IN THE INDUSTRY.
759-2500
--iwN Call us for a quote
murrayercare.com

• Prior experience with COM, WMS, Lean Logistics, and MAPICS
• Have excellent organizational and communicational skills
• Be team-oriented with a positive attitude
• Be self-motivated and possess good time management skills
• Ability to handle stress and remain professional
• Able to work overtime at a moment's notice
• Work with little or no supervision
• Prior experience in distribution and order management preferred

•New Climate Control
Available
•24/7 Surveillance
•Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
270-485-6122

1993

THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Qualifications:

MTD is an Equal Opportunity Employer

BEST BROTHER on the Earth!
Does enough chores to earn his

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE
NICK MCCLURE OWNER

200
Sports Equipment

Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for youl Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at:
Wee Care
109S 15th St.
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227

SALES reps needed
Work from home, flexible, large commision
checks, all sales contacts/leads provided
Resume to
info0pecoproducts corn
attn Dan

Wanted.
DRIVERS
Class B CDL with
HazMat and Tanker
Endorsement. Local
route delivery. Paid
including:
benefits
401k plan, health insurance, paid holidays
and vacation. Please
send resume to: FGC,
307 Bee Creek Dr.,
Murray, KY 42071.
State
KENTUCKY
Penitentiary - LPN
6pm-7am. 3 nights per
week, every other
Primary
weekend.
duties to include medication administration.
and
assessment
response to emergencies. Please forward
to
resume
CorrectCareIntegrated Health at
hr@correctcare.com or
Fax (859) 685-0901.
EEO
Industrial
LOCAL
Compressor Company
seeking qualified appliService
for
cants
and
Technician
Technician
Trainee
Travel
positions.
Company
required.
offered.
benefits
Please send resumes
to P.O. Box 996
Murray. Ky 42071
DELIVERY position.
Apply at NAPA, 1300
N. 12th.
Retail
PART-TIME
Merchandiser needed
merchandise
to
Hallmark products at
the Wal-Mart in Murray.
KY To apply please
i
v
sit
www hallmark candidatecare com

Direct
SEEKING
Support Professionals
to help with the day-today activities of adults
Intellectual
with
High
Disabilities.
Diploma
School
required_ Call 270-7530963 and stop by 300
Maple Street, Suite 7 to
pick of an application

'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
753-3633

BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
GOOD used air conditioner. used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater.
storm windows
753-4109
Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale
12x24' wooden porch
with metal roof $700
porch
8x14' wood
$200. 270-205-2660

Tired of paying a
monthly bill for
TV service? Call
Beasley Antenna
& Satellite

at 877-726-4077.
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set NEW in
plastic $195 270-2934121 Can deliver
BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Matress Sets Still
in plastic, King $375.
Full $175
(270)293-4121

[Appliances

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
605 [South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

HAY wagon with sides
and removable front
Ideal for hayrides,
Antique hay
$950
rake, $400
270-252-4125

Atten_
Ask about our
•..-Disolay ad specials
for all your advertising needs.
753-1 91 6

NEWER top of the line
tread mill. $950 Used
eliptical, $200
270-252-4125
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
1998 16x60 mobile
home 2BR, 1BA, al
appliances included
Must be moved. $9,200
o.b.o. Call 270-2263213 or 270-978-6074
2BR. & lot $11,900.00.
753-6012
3BR. 2BA mobile home
on corner. Lot 503 Bay
Wood Vista Dr.
2 lots. Red Hawk Dr
270-978-1842

280
Mobile Homes For Rent
NICE 28R no pets
753-9866
320
Apartments For Rent
1 bedroom apartments
locations
Various
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR upstairs apt. with
outsideenterrace,
trance, 1 person only,
fully furnished, w/d, utilities paid, no pets.
between Benton &
Murray. 527-9395
2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes. Various
Coleman
locations.
Real Estate 753-9898
2BR apt.. some utilities
paid, no pets. $320/mo
767-9037
2BR duplex with Citi/A,
all appliances furnished, no pets
270-293-5842
2BR. 1BA Townhouse,
W/D included Starting
at $500 Please call
753-7559
3 2-bedroom apartments located on Miller
St next to campus
270-519-2699
3111R 2 5BA Duplex
New with class, all
appliances, double carBest
port, storage
location 290 Ennix Dr.
Available August 1st
S850/month w/deposit
270-753-5344
3BR. 1BA very nice
and spacious apartment for rent, includes
all appliances. Next to
MSU on Main Street
$650/mo plus deposit
Pets are welcome
227-3250

Lot and a
with trees
walkout
1414 Oak
978-0876(

Make it easier on family.
It just makes sense

753-9224

Our manufacturing facility located in Martin. TN has an opening for a
Logistics Coordinator. We are seeking a talented and highly motivated
individual to join our team

mtdmartinhrOmtdproducts.com

The

- PREPLANNING Avoid inflationary cost.

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING

MID PRODUCTS INC

P.O. Box 927
Martin, IN 38237-0927

He's got mad
skills on the court.
His shots never
come up short!

11•11.

060

060

060
010

VISA

Apartments For Rent

Storage Rentals

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDB I-800-545-11133
Ext. 21(3
r Equal opportunrty

c

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
today
appointment
270-753-2905
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD # 711

182BR houses
270-753-4109

1850 St.

Rt. 121S

Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

3BED/2
home w/
.00m, sun
Jri 2-1/2
outbuildin(
pond, roon
mini
10
Murray. $1
4BR. 3BA.
Income Si.
Den 2/ai
garage. NE
windows,
cabinets.
121N 270

ATTRACT
2BAhorn€
2000sq.fl
has a spli
and a 1
room.
include i
ing, new
new gas
and grot
Located
Murray or
acre wc
Call 270
$139,000

BEAUTIFt
3BA, ac
pond, 39
basement
extras Jor
area, 15
Murray. $2
270-252-4

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxesl
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

For sale
hi
Lake
Jonathon
Aurora 38
on 12 lots,
& very prm
end roac
1859, 270

Commerical Prop. For Rent

Ne
Bedrooi
RiNerfii
SB(; Re

2 Auto Shops
Clean up,body work

Prof(
292

Newly painted
New heater
1 double bay/
1 single bay
270-485-6122
40X50 shop with office
1 mile South of Murray
A/C available
293-6430
t.,

2007 Ka‘
120k mile
ons $5
270-227-5
06 HD E
1!
Only
$11,500
owner.
Mon-Fri 4

Pets & Supplies
2 Bedrooms and bath.
unfurn, city schools.
stove, fridge, washer.
dryer. A/C units. Water,
sewer and trash service included. Cardinal
Drive. Annual lease,
$550/mo.
Available
July 1st. Tel
270-978-2589

DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.
Shih-tzu
puppies
CKC
Male/female,
shots/wormed. $250$300 270-804-8103
410
Public Sale

28R house 12mi south
of Murray No pets
$525/mo & $500/dep
873-9013
4 bedroom, 2 bath.
central heat and air
Call for
$800/mo
appointment
270-519-2699
Hazel 2BR. 492-8526
SPACIOUS 4BR, 21/2BA. house in good
neighborhood. C/H/A,
2-car garage, city
school district. Pet
friendly.
$1125/mo.
270-978-6000

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and

PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183

9 a.m. - 4 p.m M-F

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Wanting to buy 100500 acres with or without house Cash
270-556-3576
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE Apartment building and duplexes Visit
nicholsenterprises net
or call 270-753-4109

'XI
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY 875.00
PER MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(270) 753-1918.

HO
MOT
We
hollandm
270

2005 Toyc
Excellent
excellent
second cm
293-6572
2004 Ct
V6, gets
181,000
Asking
0 B 0 C.
270-493more info

EXTRA 6
foot Pro,
bumper p
$6,500 (
753-0531

HUG HE
glass Si
diesel
$39,500,
non call
or 731-3:

1999
Cruiser
very got
Very ft
Recently
$16.000,1
270-435-

ger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times
430

530
KM

Murray Ledger dr Times Fat
Housing Act Notice
All real eqrtle *kik erteed herein

NES

is stilled to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, .hkil makes it
illegal to *hems.: am preference limitation or disenmina
PIM based on race, color, Fellpon, sex. handkap, tarmlial status or national origin. or intention to make am such pn•ier•
,or dispnminkierkek. Illnireriori

—Fri10 a.m
— F.9 a.m
— Mon. 9 a.m
— Mon 12 psr
—

Tuelpsn

— Wed 12 p.m

non
'state la.• torbid di.,rumination
in the sale, rental or micernsing
ot real estate based on taLtors in
addition to those protected
under lederal la.
hr as ill lmmingl% ae,ept am
ad% ernsing tor real estatt..hich
is not in ,inlation ‘4 the la. An
person' are tstnba intorme,.1
that all d.ellings ad% ernsed
ak.Plable on an equal
,
n11, ham

— Thur. 12 p.m

[or turtricr

Housing Adtt•rininit require
\AA t.nun.,..1

Rene P Malam. ili3tr4ia.I4i.)

VISA
Lots For Sale

s Willoughby
rgetnent Speciah,i

ii Home

Tay, KY 42071

OF THE
NERS

[MIRY.
or a quote.

CE'

Y, KY 42071
▪
12

Storage Rentals

EY MINI
REHOUSES
S St. Rt. 1 21S
ray. KY 42071
0-753-5562

PREMIER
INISTORAGE
ie climate control
storage
Kurity alarmed
Sate & clean

Ve sell boxes,
e rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.
nerical Prop. For Rent
kuto Shops
1 up,body work

Mend

1-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction. New conto
sM
Mobile
Home repai
ructi°nh
e "
decks.753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

Hicks

Lawn Care
EM Estimates

270-853-3140
270-853-0300
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
•, ckly & spet
• localIN tie ne,L operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Lot and a half for sale
with trees Perfect for
basement.
walkout
1414 Oakhill Dr Call
978-0876 or 759-5469.
460
Homes For Sale

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small
.

753-9562
v. ww.hilleleetne.corn

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
3BED/2 bath brick out garages, gutters,
home w/ office, utility junk & tree work
room, sun room, deck A-1 Lamb's
on 2-1/2 aces. Shop, Professional Tree
small Service Insured
outbuildings,
pond, room for horses. 753-TREE (8733)
minutes from
10
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Murray. $142,000
4BR,3BA, 2.500 sq.ft.. SERVICE & PARTS
Income Suite or Man's (270) 293-8726 OR
D.en 2/acres, 2/car 759-5534
garage. New h&a, roof, Chuck Vac; Buren
windows, appliances
TRAVIS
cabinets. Higgins Dr
121N 270-489-2250
ASPHALT
ATTRACTIVE 3BR, Paving. Sealcoating
& Hauling
2BAhome, approx
TONY TRAVIS
2000so.ft., home
has a split floor plan
270-293-4256
and a 13x15 sun
room.
Upgrades CLEAN CUT
include new flooring, new appliances,
LAWN CARE
new gas H/A unit
Free estimates
and ground cover
Call Kevin at
Located 5mi. from
Murray on lovely 3/4
270-293-4020
acre wooded lot.
Call 270-759-4851.
$139,000.0O.
Ky Lake
4BD,
BEAUTIFUL
Remodeling
3BA, acreage and, Specializing in kitchen
pond, 3900 sq. ft.,
& bath remodeling
many
basement,
Decks & Porches
extras. Jonathan Creek
Fully insured
area, 15 miles from
Visit
Murray. $299,000.
keritu_ckylake
270-252-4125
remodeling.com
For sale or rent. KY
270-873-9916
Lake house near
Jonathon Creek in
Aurora. 3BR,2 full bath
FRAME'S TREE
on 12 lots, many extras
SERVICE &
& very private on dead
DEBRIS REMOVAL
end road. 270-519*24 Hour
1859, 270-227-5797
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
New 2-4
*Licensed & Insured
Bedroom homes in
Ron Frame
Riverfield Estates.
(270) 227-3140
SBG Real Property
(270) 474-0323
Professionals
293-7872

?wly painted

FUTRELL'S

Jew heater

TREE SERVICE

double bay,
single bay
0-485-6122

D shop with office
South of Murray.
vailable.
.430

3
Pets & Supplies
Obedience
henmere.com
436-2858.
puppies.
tzu
CKC
'female,
/wormed, $250270-804-8103
0
Public Sale
ISTIN Auction
Service
types Auction
Benton, KY
70-705-4859

;ng to buy 100cres with or with)use. Cash.
56-3576
ESTATE FOR
. Apartment buildid duplexes. Visit
isenterprises.net
270-753-4109
'XI
SISTENCY
AD.
FLY 875.00
B MONTH.
CALL
•ASSIFIED

wernsnis
R DETAILS
)) 753-1918.

2007 Kawasaki zx6r

*Trimming

120k miles. Many add

•Removal
•Stump Grinding
•Firewood
•Insured

ons

$5.900

0 B0

270-227-5450
06 HD Electra
1900

Only
owner.

Glide
miles
one

firm,

$11,500

Services Orions

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great HamsIown Service

Call

(270) 489-2839

SUDOKU

GARLAND
RENTAL

Greg Mansfield

1270) 293-8480

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock • 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today

aw", iPerV
Vale

yOur MOney our
keep ft'our

Lights. Electncity, and 2417 Surveillance

to reserve your storage unit

•Asphalt Instal a
•Seal coating &
striping
40 yrs. experience

270-753-2905
All our line ads are placed
online for FREE!
From pets to used cars
Check the CLASSIFIEDS
for all your needs!

(270)759-0501
maintenance on doors
and operators.
270-293-2,357
Mowing f,
Trimming
Quality Work

Sudoku e a number-placong puzzle bed on a 9x9 gnd with
seyerai given numbers The °toot a lo place toe nuotbOrS 1 10
9 th Me empty square% so fiat each KM eacri ciNumn and eacn
3x3 box contains the same number orgy once The attic^ level
increases trorn Monday to Sunday
oi ate Conceptis

Conceptis Sudoku

Gwyn

5

9

6

"If you've got It, we can store It"

ML Garage Doors.
Hill Electric Installation,
repair,

SOW. MO...1•04
•
0••11•1 u

FOR

Monday,July 1, 2013•9
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Answer to previous puzzle
2
6
8
7
1
9
5
4
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6
8
75
1
9
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1
6
9
4
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1

1
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9
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4
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1
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6
1
7
8
9
3
2
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5
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9
2
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7
2
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1
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9
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8
4
1
9
7
5
3
2
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Ditticulo. Le‘el *

753-1916

Wesley at Murray holds Summer Health Fair
Special to the Ledger

Wesley at Murray Retirement
Community held its Summer
Health Fair Wednesday, June
26.
MICKEY WILSON
The event brought healthcare
DEVELOPMENT
and support entities in
providers
t 1.1111-.1. i.e
to explain how
together
area
the
Itdditif./: a
•
*Kitilicas
their organizations' services can
Ihaulis.at iii.
enhance the quality of living
•De,
•imurani 4. Ito,
experience for the residents of
lit i-ist'd 44 111%111.1i
Wesley at Murray Retirement
(270)226-5444
Community. Residents who
attended received information
and special goodies from venPRESCOTT
dors. Door prizes were awarded
ROOFING
and many of the residents said
Over 28 Years
they are looking forward to the
Experience
next event.
Wesley at Murray appreciates
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106 the continued support of the
Al Shoes Hand Naded health service providers in the
region. According to Mark
McLemore, manager of Wesley
Tractor & Dozer Work
at Murray,"Our residents have a
Dirt work, Hauling,
greater opportunity to maintain
Bush hogging, Top soil.

Call Mike
270-227-7074

Garden tilling,
Driveways. White rock,
Mulching, etc.

270-227-0906

YEARRY'S

Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267 '
YOUR mowing needs.
Free estimates Hector
270-227-6638

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
MI Your Septic Suds
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sorsa, at Mulch

(270)293-8686
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

3-7pm

Photo provided

Pictured are, from left, Diane Olive, Manor House-Dover/Arbor Place-Clinton: Jennifer Wilson,
Emeritus of Murray: Brandie Rowland, MCCH Rehabilitation Services; Ashley Milby.
UK?Extension Office; Stacy Orr, Spring Creek Healthcare; Shelia Crosslin, West KY?Allied
Services, Keena Walker, Home Health Plus: and Adrienne Wade, Wesley at Murray
Retirement Community.
their independent living lifestyle the next Wesley Health Fair in when completed, will add 20
with the care and support pro- the new Community Room apartment units, a new laundry
vided by these wonderful enti- space currently under construc- room, administrative offices and
tion as part of Wesley Murray a multi-functional activities
ties in our community."
Plans are being made to hold Meadow, a development which. room.

Hillary Clinton named 2013 Liberty Medal recipient
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Hillary Rodham Clinton, whose
lifelong public service career
includes turns as secretary of
state, presidential candidate,
senator and first lady, is the
recipient of the 2013 Liberty
Medal.
Clinton will receive the medal
in a Sept. 10 ceremony at the
National Constitution Center in
Philadelphia. She was not in
attendance for Thursday's
announcement.
Liberty Medal sponsors and
partners said Clinton's nearly
four decades df public service
exemplify the qualities that the
award was established to honor,
from her groundbreaking outreach to global leaders to her
continuing work to advance
opportunities for the world's
girls and women.

The Liberty Medal recognizes work as U.S. senator from New
individuals who have furthered York to secure more than $20
the ideals offreedom, deMocra- billion after the Sept. 11 terrorist
cy, and equality, often against attacks for the city and its first
great odds," said Jeffrey Rosen, responders.
National Constitution Center / "Former Secretary Clinton has
/president and CEO. "Hillary dedicated her life to serving and
Clinton has devoted her life to engaging people across the
expanding opportunities for We world in democracy," former
the People' not just in this coun- Florida Gov. Jeb Bush. chairNational
the
of
man
try but around the globe."
Liberty Medal sponsors cited Constitution Center, said in a
Clinton's work as secretary of statement.
state from Jan. 2009 to Feb. 'Previous recipients of the
2013, when she traveled to 80- medal, which was established in
plus countries — more than any 1988 to celebrate the bicentenniof her predecessors — "as a al of the Constitution, include
champion of human rights. rock singer and human rights
democracy, civil society and activist Bono, former South
Nelson
President
opportunities for women and African
President
former
and
Mandela
girls around the world."
,They also noted her bipartisan Jimmy Carter.
Six winners have subsequentefforts as first lady in support of
affordable health care and her ly received the Nobel Peace

Prize.
Clinton's husband, former
President Bill Clinton, and former President George H.W.
Bush were jointly awarded the
Liberty Medal in 2006 for their
efforts helping victims of
Hurricane Katrina and the tsunami in southeast Asia. Both went
on to serve terms as chairmen of
National Constitution
the
Center.
The National Constitution
Carter. which opened in 2003
near Independence Hall and the
Liberty Bell, is dedicated to
increasing public understanding
of the Constitution through its
museum exhibits, public lectures and debates, and educational outreach and research.

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope

Mon-Fn. 435-4619

11:21Used Cars

HAPPY

BIRTHDAY

for

Thesday. July 2, 2013:
marks an important
time in your life. Expect good
fortune and opportunity to meet.
Make choices that suit you. You
are initiating a 12-year cycle, so
make sure that you are keeping
your eye on the long-term as
well as the short-term. If you are
single, you will meet someone
who will enrich your life. What
type of relationship evolves
from there depends on you. If

This year

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hoilandmotorsalescom
270-753-4461

2005 Toyota Camry LE.
Excellent condition.
excellent gas milage.
second owner.
293-6572
2004 Chevy Malibu,
V6, gets 28 mpg, has
181,000 miles on it
$3.000 00
Asking
O.B.O. Call
fore
270-493-1743
more information

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
Industrial/Commercial/Residential
James C. Gallimore
WWW GECIAC NET

(270) 759-0890

you are attached, you enter one
of those warm, connected years

Aw/t\lin
McCUISTON
R

00F INC,
ReplAct.mcnt and Repair

270-293-1924
EXTRA

NICE 2000 27

oot Prowler Camper
bumper pull Bunk bed
$6,500 0 B 0
753-0531

Free Estimates
Rooting Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

11113
Boats & Motors
HUGHES 38' fiber
glass sailboat, with
engine.
diesel
$39,500. For Information call 731-642-5136
or 731-336-6345.
1999 Regal 25f1 Cuddy
Cruiser. 250 hours,
very good condition
Very fuel efficien•
serviced
Recently
$16.000,0130
270-435-4776

MINI
STORAGE
01111111 I
Size Units

All
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have SO Climate Control Units
812 Whitman Aare.

753-3853

where your bond grows
stronger. TAURUS is loyal.
The Stars Show

the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
Be careful with any type of
spending, even if it is something
as basic as doing someone
else's budget. The wise Ram will
make no commitments right
now. Focus on a recent assesslent you've made, and figure
Oat what you need to get rid of.
Tonight: A must appearance.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You have the skill set
to manage many different interests. but you might feel overwhelmed. You'll want to manage
a situation differently and move
project.
a
with
forward
Prioritizing will help diminish
your to-do list more efficiently.
Tonight: Happiest at home.

**

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Listen to what someone
wants to Share, help this person
form a game plan to get there.
You suddenly might discover
that there is a change in how you
proceed. Your sense of humor
will emerge regarding a discussion involving money. Tonight:
Fun doesn't have to cost anything.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You know which way to
go and why you are heading in
that direction. You can explain
only so much to others: otherwise, you might miss the opportunity. Timing is critical right now.
A sense of humor goes far when
dealing with a problem. Tonight:
What would make you happy?
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Know how to say "no."
Your wittiness might be best kept
to yourself for the time being.
Make a point of saying "hello"
more often to that acquaintance
who makes a difference in your
life Understand what must happen in order to get a project off
the ground.4ronight. Out late.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Keep reaching out to
someone whose opinion you
trust. You need to get feedback.
but it needs to come from someone who is not involved in the
outcome. Be willing to put out
ideas that you typically would
judge as not workable. Tonight:
Let your imagination lead the
way.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Examine what you want
and expect from a family member. This person often becomes
very innovative when dealing

with you. Maintain a good attitude. but find a different
approach. One-on-one relating
is not that easy for this person.
Tonight Have a long chat with a
friend.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Someone seems

consideration. Tonight: Stay
close to home.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You know what you like,
and you're capable of creating it.
Get on the phone or send out
some emails to initiate conversations with those whom you might
impact by deciding to move in a
new direction. Brainstorm away.
Tonight: You might be amazed
by what emerges.

to
command more attention and
decides to take the lead in a situation. Generally, center stage is
your turf. How you handle this
reversal will be telling of who you
are. You can't control others, so BORN TODAY
stop any manipulative thoughts. Wrestler Bret Hart (1957),
actress Lindsay Lohan (1986).
Tonight: Go with a suggestion.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. model/actress Jerry Hall (1956)
21)
•••
*** Not everyone is as deterBigar is on the
Jacqueline
might
mined or focused as you
be at the moment How you Internet at www.jacquelinebispeak to someone, and your garcom.
expectations for this person's (c) 2013 by King Features
responses, might need revision. Syndicate Inc.
Choose to allow your feelings
and thoughts to flow more openly. Tonight: Schedule some more
free time.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Build on an existing bond.
You know what to expect, and
you'll find it easy to be open with
For BEST
this person_ Open up to new
RESULTS
possibilities, and test them out
on this friend, who just might
your
Place
come back with yet another
idea. Let the brainstorming sesad with us
sion begin! Tonight: Ever playful.
753-1916
Call
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
that
**** You might discover
LEDGER & TimEs
the best path right now is the
tried-and-true Though normally
you are more unconventional, if
you want to succeesl, you'll need
to bend a little,- more. Real
estate, a parent and secunty all
are factors that need serious

COMICS / FEATURES
Visiting mom's sweet perfume
puts household in sour mood

10• Monday,July 1,
2013

Willis Back

.,
Ten years ago
in various MCCH departments
Seamstresses Joyce Thornton that summer.
DEAR ABBY: My problem is sance to others. Scents that were
and Dorothy Daniels were picThirty years ago
my mother-in-law and her abun- applied the day before can turn
tured working on a quilt patKenneth
Futrell,
Allen
dant use of perfume. The last rancid, so a shower before workterned with angels, to be raffled
McClard and Shen Mills of the
time she visited. it was so bad ing out would be considerate if
off as a fundraiser for the Angels Calloway County High School
we had to open our windows to this could be you.
NINO
Community Clinic.
air out the rooms. (This was in
Speech Team competed in the
January in Minnesota.)
Ray
DEAR ABBY: I have a son,
Broach
and
James 53rd annual National Speech
My husband addressed the prob- "Billy," who will be 9 soon. He
Harrison were given framed cer- Tournament at Kansas City. Mo..
lem with her when I was preg- was conceived through rape by a
tificates acknowledging them as June 13-17. They were accompanant, but now
man who was physically, emoKentucky Colonels at the 40th nied by their coach. Larry
that the baby. tionally and sexually abusive, as
anniversary celebration of the England.
is here she's well as controlling and manipuKirksey Ball Park. Both men
Shelly Howell, Lisa Mikulcik.
back to her lative. He threatened to kill me
were part of a group which David Fleming and Lea Ann
old habits.
and Billy. but I eventually got
organized the ball park.
Babb were new officers of the
We are all free. I have a criminal no-contact
Pizza Pro second baseman Young Actors Guild.
sensitive to order on him, and he has no legal
perfumes and rights to Billy.
Parker Adams was pictured firForty years ago
get headaches
I have raised my son without
ing to first baseman Jordan
The
Murray
Ambulance
%%hen exposed any knowledge of his father. I
Dawson after fielding a grounder Service began operation at midtu O. When feel it would be cruel to tell him
in Monday's Pinto League action
night on June 30. Three ambushe visits, we how, he came into the world. My
at the Murray-Calloway County lances were in operation in
can't get away mother disagrees. She thinks it
Park. Pizza Pro defeated Clark
Murray and Calloway County
from
the will backfire if and when Billy
Construction Co. 20-16.
with six full-time employees,
By Abigail
smell. I don't finds out. She points out that Billy
Twenty years ago
including Bill Marcum.the manVan Buren
so ear
per- has two half-sisters he doesn't know
The Rev. Paul McWherter was ager of the Murray division of
tune, but was about. I don't like to keep that
always told that "perfume is to from him.
named as new pastor of the Paducah-based firm.
be discovered. never announced."
I need to protect my son, no
Emmanuel Baptist Church.
Venela Sexton and Evelyn
However. when I say that around matter what. But am I doing the
Markus Grutsch, an Austrian Jones were co-medalists at the
her, she dismisses it.
right thing? I sometimes question
student, was pictured with the regular ladies day golf held at the
What's the proper etiquette in
what is in my son's best interest
Calloway County students going Murray
Contry
Club
on
addressing the perfume cloud that and that of our relationship. Please
to Austria. They included
Wednesday. June 27.
surrounds her? -- THE NOSE give me some advice. -- LIVING
Nathaniel Bazzzell, Matt Dennis,
Fifty years ago
KNOWS
IN THE PRESENT
Jeannie
Erkmann, Victoria
The Murray-Calloway County
DEAR NOSE: I receive comDEAR LIVING IN THE
Turner and Amy Alexander.
Fair was set for July 15-20. plaints about perfumes almost PRESENT: I'm surprised your
Michael William Dale. son of according to Harold G. Beaman. daily. Perfume "in abundance" can son hasn't already asked about his
cause serious allergic reactions in father, because surely he must
John W. and Marsha H. Dale of Fair Board chairman.
people who arc sensitise to it. have questions. When Billy asks,
Murray, was awarded the
Robert L. Bowden Jr. received
And so hen they are exposed to it he should be told some of the
Distinguished.
Student his Doctor of Philosophy degree
in enclosed places (elevators, air- truth in an age-appropriate way.
Scholarship from
Mil!saps in physics from the Virginia
planes. houses so ith storm win- He does not need to know about
College.
Institute
Polytechnic
at
dows, gymnasiums. etc.). it can the rape. but he should know that
The Garden Department of the Blackusburg. Va.. on June 9.
cause real problems.
his father was violent, so for your
Murray Woman's Club selected
Sixty years ago
Your. mother-in-law should be safety and his, the courts decidthe Residential Yards of the
Guy C. Turner of Golden Pond
reminded again that her perfume ed Billy's father should not be in
Month for June. Residential Yard was one of 29 cadet Kentucky
is causing headaches and asked contact with the two of you. Billy
of the Month was that of Bob and State Troopers promoted to the • to please not use it around you. should alms be told that until he
Depending upon hos% old she is is an adult it will have to remain
)1 Bazzell. Business Yard of rank of trooper upon finishing
and her sense of smell, she may that way.
Month
was
that
of
Murray
State
Police
basic
school
at
Itie
not realize she is using as much
When he's older, he can be
laving Company.
Frankfort. He was assigned to
.
as she is.
told that there are half-siblings.
'Pictured training for work as work out of Murray.
Women's perfumes and men's (I agree with your mother on
enage volunteers at MurrayPreston Stubblefield was honafter-shave lotions and colognes that.) While you can't protect your
Calloway County Hospital were ored with a surprise dinner in
can also cause problems at the gym. son forever, you can keep him
Erin Owen, Brandy Goodrich celebration of his 72nd birthday
When people who are exercising safe until he's old enough to process
-ind Sarah Barrett. Over 40 at his home.
begin to sweat, the smell can the information.
teenage volunteers were working
become overpowering and a nui-

Dear Abby

Nay In History
By the Associated Press
In 1862. President Abraham
Today is Monday. July I. the Lincoln signed the first Pacific
182nd day of 2013. There are Railroad. Act.
183 days left in the year. This is
In 1867. Canada became a selfCanada Day.
governing dominion of Great
Today's Highlight in History:
Britain as the British North AmerOn July 1. 1863, the pivotal, ica Act took effect.
three-day Civil War Battle of Get.In 1903, the first Tour de
tysburg. resulting in a Union vic- France began. (It ended on July
tory, began in Pennsylvania.
19: the winner was Maurice Garin.)
On this date:
In 1912. aviator Harriet QuimIn 1535, _Sir Thomas/liter by,_ 37, was killed along with her
went on trial in England. c
• passenger. William Willard. when
with high treason for rejectin
they were thrown out of QuimOath of Supremacy. (More was by's monoplane at the Third Annuconvicted, and executed.)
al Boston Aviation Meet.
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Afraid of the dentist these
strategies can help
ation may help during an appointment
Desensitization.
This
approach combines deep breathing and relaxation with gradual
exposure to the thing that triggers your fear. If you're afraid of
needles, for example. you may
look at pictures of a dentist's needle in a safe environment such
as at home, while practicing relaxation and breathing techniques. The
goal is to help you learn to relax
while confronting a trigger of your
fear.
-- Distraction. Focusing your
mind elsewhere is another way.
to lessen anxiety and pain. The
more complicated the task, the
better. Listening to music may help.
But counting tiles on the ceiling
or slats on a window blind may
be even more effective.
I know that this all may sound
silly. If you're tilted back in a
dental chair, and a person wearing a mask is approaching your
molars with a drill, is counting
the tiles on the ceiling really
going to make you relax? Yes: A
combination of multiple relaxation
techniques really can help. I've seen
it happen, repeatedly.
Relaxation techniques have
been used by people in Asia for
thousands of years. On occasion,
true nonsense can be perpetuated
for thousands of years, but usually things that have lasted that
long have proven their value.
Recent research at Harvard Medical School has even shown that
relaxation techniques literally
change body chemistry. They alter
which genes are turned on and
off. So consider this approach to
your fear of the dentist. It really could work.

DEAR DOCTOR K: I'm a
rational person, but I have a deep
fear of the dentist that I just can't
overcome. Any suggestions?
DEAR READER: I don't know
too many people who enjoy a trip
to the dentist. But the health of
our teeth and gums are an imporlam part of maintaining our dental and overall wellness. So we
do it.
Some of
patients
my
have such a
fear of dentists that they
avoid making
dental
appointments
at all, or cancel appointments they do
make. Almost
By
to a person.
Dr. Anthony
they tell me
Komaroff
they've
"always" been afraid of dentists.
Almost surely the fear began with
a visit to the dentist -- maybe
their first -- when they were a
child.
Regardless of why you have
this fear, there are several things
you can try to get yourself into
a dentist's chair. Medications such
as diazepam (Valium) and
lorazepam (Ativan) may help
reduce anxiety. But they are best
used in combination with the following cognitive and behavioral
strategies:
-- Breathing techniques. Physical tension and emotional stress
can make pain feel worse. Deep
breathing can counter physical and
mental tension. Breathe in slowly and count to five. Then exhale
to another count of five.
-- Muscle relaxation. ProgressiVe muscle relaxation involves
tensing and then releasing one
group of muscles at a time. It
can help to slow heart rate and
promote calmness. Just a few minutes of progressive muscle relax-

Dr. Konsaroff

(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions.
go to AskDoctorK.com. or write:
Ask Doctor K. 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor.Boston,MA 02115.)
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I DON'T
MR BKNOW•

In 1963, the U.S. Post Office
FLAG
inaugurated its five-digit ZIP codes.
CARE
In 1973. the Drug EnforceDear
ment Administration was estabHeloise: Do
lished.
you have any
In 1993. a gunman opened fire
hints on how
in a San Francisco law office.
to care for
killing eight people and woundyour flag and
ing six before killing himself.
extend
its
In 2004. - actor Marlon Brand°
life? — Jim
died in Los Anyeles at age 80.
D. in San
Ten years ago: At a sumnidl.„
;
,
Antonio
•
Israeli Prime Minister Arid Shaiiin
am happy to share
1 do,
and Palestinian Prime Minister
this inforiliiition from a major
Mahmoud Abbas rededicated themflag manufacturer! Make sure your
selves to peace efforts.
flag is Made for outdoor use
before displaying it outside. Try
to limit the Flag's exposure to
OW,NOW TM
rain, snow and high winds. The
MISSING YOU A
elements can shorten the flag's life.
1,111.6
Clean your flag regularly.
Hand-wash with warm water and
a mild soap. Rinse completely
and lay it out to dry. Make sure
it is completely dry before storing.
Be careful where you hang
your flag. You do not want your
flag blowing into anything that will
harm it.
Inspect your flag often. Check
for damage, and normal wear and
tear. Remember that if a flag is
too worn or damaged, it should
no longer be flown, and should
be retired properly. Check with
veteran organizations or the Amer(1

by
Heloise

I NEED 70BEFORE
COME UP WITH
I,'BUT
_ SOMETHING
. MOTHER DOES,• MY •

ican Legion to find out more. —
Heloise
PARKING PERSPECTIVES
Dear Readers: Here are a
couple of responses that came in
to a recent SOUND OFF about
handicapped parking spots:
"Your column printed a letter
complaining about able-bodied
people parking in handicapped
parking .spaces while leaving the
handicapped person in the parked
car.
"My 90-year-old mother-inlaw can walk only a few feet,
but she still loves to get out. She
loves to sir in the car and watch
people while they go into a store.
If I don't park up front in the
parking lot, she cannot see people coming in and out of the
store. This is one of the few
activities she can enjoy. — A
Caring Daughter-in-Law in Montana"
"I do not want to leave my
mom out in the parking lot by
herself. I feel it is safer to have
her closer to the store, where
there are more people around. —
Margaret in California"
Thanks for your letters and
showing us a different point of
view on the subject. — Heloise
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Other uses for
floor-cleaning-cloth containers:

* Storing receipts or paid bills
* Housing rags for car or
garage.
* Keeping paintbrushes and
craft supplies in.
* Using as a drawer organizer.
* Corralling small toys.
— Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: I -210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.coni
MOVIE RENTALS
Dear Heloise: My husband
and I often rent movies on our
television through the cable corn
pally.. Whenever we rent a movie.
I write the title on the calendar
When we get our monthly bill.
I go over it and make sure we
are charged for only what we
rented. — Caroline in Georgia
CHIP CLIP
Dear Heloise: My hint is so
obvious. I wonder why I didn't
See it sooner. All those hangeis
for pants have a clip on either
end. Just cut off the clip — now
you have two chip clips. You can
have a never-ending supply. —
Lucy M. in San Antonio •
(c)2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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I DON'T GET IT, SIMONE
YOU WROTE HERE THAT
IM UNMOTIVATED,
UNDERQUALIFIED AND
UNRELIAE

THERE ARE JUNGLE
CATS ANP HOUSE CATS

I DIM T WANT
YOUR WHOLE REVIEW
TO BE NEGATIVE.

ONE THING
SEPARATES
'THE TWO

SCENTED
KITTY
LITTER

Folded food
Model sticker
School on the Thames
Clears
Face feature
Skillet
Canadian province
One — million
Firefighter, at times
— room (play area)
TV's Danson
Music holder
Merchandise
Some change
Finished
Member of the force
Back muscle, for short
Out of work
Clock numeral
Canadian province
Weather-influencing current
Hammer or hacksaw
Varnish coat
•
Writer Ferber
Shoulder muscles, for short
Title paper

DOWN

IN kJ TS)POD
THROW
THE STICK, AND
YOU CHASE_ IT,
OKAY?

I T4OV6HT I'D BETTER
LEAVE BEFORE I
LOST or COOL
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Caruso, for one
Make amends
Sells for
Short play
Openly disobeyed
Goof
Coral island
Headache fighter
Most slender
Chips and pretzels
Regrets
Used up
Pack animals
Aided
Eye parts
Baseball's Ty
Hues
Leigh of "Psycho"
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Light lunch
Suffer ng
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Ed Daniel
agrees to
play in
summer
league for
Hawks

Perry wins first career major at Fox Chapel

Staff Report
Former Murray State Racer
Ed Daniel is joining the Atlanta
Hawks summer league
team.
It was originally reported the 6-foot7
forward
would play
with
the
Houston
DANIEL
Rockets
-who drafted former MSU teammate Isaiah Canaan Thursday
night -- but Daniel has since
elected to play for the Hawks.
Atlanta is expected to have
less roster certainty at the forward position than Houston.
Daniel averaged 13.2 points
per game as a senior for the
Racers last season, and ranked
in the top ten nationally in
rebounds per game at 10.0.
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By MICHAEL WAGAMAN
AP Writer
OAKLAND, Calif.(AP) —
Jed Lowrie hit a go-ahead,tworun home run in the fourth
inning, Tommy Milone overcame a rocky start to win for
the first time in nearly four
weeks and the Oakland
Athletics held on to beat the St.
Louis Cardinals 7-5 on Sunday.
Josh Donaldson also homered and reached base four times
for the A's, who padded their
AL-best home record by taking
two of three in this interleague
series. Oakland has won 16 of
its last 19 games at the
Coliseum.
Milone gave up three home
runs and pitched with runners
in scoring position in four of
the six 'innings he worked, but
got the win after.the A's rallied
from deficits of 3-0 and 5-2.
Carlos Beltran, Allen Craig
and Matt Carpenter all homered for the Cardinals.

By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer

"I thought I was snakebit," had so much heartache, so many
Perry said. "I got close so many losses. ... I was just thinking
times and I just seemed to mess 'You know what, I'm tired of
PITTSBURGH (AP) — up down the homestretch and worrying about that."
Kenny Perry tried not to get not make it happen."
Instead of feeling the presahead of himself Sunday on the
This time, Perry didn't leave sure, Perry exerted it. He with18th tee at the Senior Players anything to chance.
stood an early charge from
Championship. He knew all too
After tap-in birdies at Nos. Waldorf, who birdied his first
well how quickly fortunes can 16 and 17 gave him a two-shot four holes, then kept firing at
change on golf's biggest stages. lead over Fred Couples, Perry pins on the back nine while
There was the devastation at made par on the No. 18 to close Couples' putter failed him.
the PGA Championship in 1996. a spectacular weekend at Fox
The Hall of Famer leads the
Disaster at the Masters in 2009. Chapel. His bogey-free 6-:under Champions Tour in putting averDisappointment at the Senior 64 left him at I9-under 261,two age but could generate little
PGA last month.
shots ahead of Fred Couples and magic Sunday. He drove the
If there was a way to lose a Duffy Waldorf.
green on the short par-4 seventh
major tournament, the affable
"My word was patience," only to three-putt for par.
52-year-old Kentuckian seemed Perry said. "I wasn't going to put Couples later knocked it within
to have found it during his other- any pressure on myself to win 8 feet on the 15th only to send
wise sterling career.
the golf tournament because I his birdie attempt streaking past

the hole. He pulled the comebacker to the left and the bogey
gave Perry his opening.
Perry stuffed a pitching
wedge within inches on the 16th
then hit a 6-iron to within 2 feet
on the par-3 17th. He tapped in
the birdie to maintain his twostroke lead then played smartly
on the 18th. He left it just short
of the green in two and watched
as Waldorf and Couples both
reached the long par-5. Their
long eagle attempts never
sniffed the cup, and when Perry
rolled in his par putt, he thrust
the ball in the air just before the
sky opened for one last deluge
on the water-logged course.
Fox Chapel took on more

than 4 inches of rain during the
week, turning what was supposed to be a stiff test into a
pitch and putt for long hitters
like Couples and Perry. The conditions begged for players to
attack the pins. Rather than simply protect par as he did during
his near-misses in earlier
majors. Perry knew he could go
for it.
It paid off with a $405,000
check and one very significant
weight off his shoulders.
"I'm hoping the floodgates
are going to open," Perry said.
"But I don't know, anytime you
get into contention you get nerv•See PERRY, 12A

NHL DRAFT

ones picked No.4 by Preds
By DAN GELSTON
AP Sports Writer
NEWARK, N.J. (AP) —
Nathan MacKinnon and Sidney
Crosby now share more than a
hometown.
They've both been No. I
picks in the NHL draft.
The Colorado Avalanche
made
the
17-year-old
MacKinnon the first pick of the
draft on Sunday at the
Prudential Center.
The Avalanche won the draft
lottery for the first time in team
history and Joe Sakic, the man
put in charge of Colorado's
rebuilding project. had made it
clear that MacKinnon was
going to be the top pick. He
was the first player drafted No.
1 overall out of the Quebec
Major Junior Hockey League
since the Pittsburgh Penguins
selected Crosby in 2005.
MacKinnon and Crosby are
both from Cole Harbour, Nova
Scotia.
"I love Sid. He's my favorite
player," MacKinnon said. "I
guess he's still my favorite
player. I don't really know what
to say now since I'm going to
be in the same league as him. I
don't know if I should dislike
him or not."
MacKinnon, a 6-foot, 182pound center, said it all with a
laugh. But he's serious about
making the big club this season
with Colorado.
"Hopefully, I can make the
there."
stick
and
team
MacKinnon said. "I feel like I
can be a contributor next year."
MacKinnon is a solid twoway presence with strong
hands and stick-handling and
skating skills. He is considered
a natural scorer and an excellent distributor. Sakic ended
the guessing game in the final
week when he said MacKinnon
would be their pick.

BILL KOSTROUN / AP Photo

Seth Jones, a defenseman, pulls on a Nashville Predators sweater after being chosen 4th overall in the first round of
the NHL hockey draft, Sunday, June 30. 2013, in Newark, N.J. Jones is the son of former Murray State and NBA player Popeye Jones.
"They said it in the media
but I didn't really get my hopes
up," MacKinnon said. "I was
definitely more nervous than I
expected to be a couple of minutes before the draft."
He played for the Halifax
Mooseheads and led them to
the Memorial Cup championship. MacKinnon, who turns
18 on Sept. I was named tournament MVP after scoring 13
points.
Next stop, Colorado?
That was just the start of a

the second overall pick.
Tampa Bay took forward
Jonathan Drouin, also out of
Halifax, with the third overall
pick.
The Nashville Predators
pounced on defenseman Seth
Jones with the fourth overall
pick. Jones, a 6-foot-4, 205pound defenseman, was widely
considered the top prospect in
the draft. He was the topranked player on the NHL
Central Scouting's final list of
North American skaters.

He is the son of former NBA
forward Popeye Jones. Popeye
Jones paced the floor of the
Prudential Center and said Seth
slept great and was calm in the
final hours leading up to the
draft.
But that had to change just a
bit when Jones, who played for
Portland of the Western
Hockey League last season.
slipped tp fourth.
Carolina selected Elias
Lindholm, who played in
•See JONES, 12A

Second was Jamie McMurray suffer misfortune to have any
in a Chevy, followed by Clint shot of catching him.
Turns out, Kenseth needed to
Bowyer (Toyota). Joey Logano
(Ford)and Kyle Busch (Toyota). rely on his tires. Taking fuel
Rain on Saturday forced only allowed him to gain three
NASCAR officials to postpone spots and the lead coming off pit
road, and the rubber held up on
the race to a daytime start.
The race was red-flagged for the rough, bumpy track, both on
18 minutes following a six-car the restart and through the final
wreck involving defending race laps.
The surprising late turn of
and Sprint Cup winner Brad
Keselowski, who returned to events and the tense finish
capped a weekend when a numfinish 33rd.
Kenseth, like Johnson. was ber of drivers were projected to
due for a breakthrough on the win at Kentucky.
Friday's pole qualifying genI .5-mile oval after finishing seventh here last year and sixth in erated enough excitement for
the 2011 inaugural race. But vic- the series third visit, with eight
tory didn't seem likely for the drivers breaking Johnson's year2003 Cup champion after quali- old track record of 181.818 mph.
fying 16th and running outside The group included the fivethe top 20 during the first quar- time champion, who shattered
his own mark at 183.144 mph
ter of the 267-lap event.
From that point,the first-year before Hendrick Motorsports
Joe Gibbs Racing driver was a teammate Dale Earnhardt Jr.'s
perennial top-five contender. 183.636 mph speed in the No.
Trouble was, he and other hope- 88 Chevy snatched the record
fuls seemed to need Johnson to and the pole, leaving Johnson to

settle for the third spot.
run
in
Earnhardt's
NASCAR's new Gen 6 vehicle
sealed . his first pole since last
fall at Itichmond and only his
third top-10 start this season.
But it continued an encouraging
trend for Junior at Kentucky,_
where he started seventh last
year and finished fourth. His
objective was ending a 37-race
victory drought and improving
his seventh-place points standing coming in.
Keselowski sought to break
his own drought as well and
entered the race on a roll. On
Friday night, the Michigan
native dominated the second
half of the Nationwide series
race before earning a rain-shortened victory, which followed his
runner-up finish in the Truck
event on Thursday.
The combination of strong
finishes gave Keselowski early

busy day at the home of the
New Jersey Devils, who gave a
jam-packed crowd a reason to
cheer when the announced they
acquired goaltender Cory
Schneider from Vancouver.
Schneider seems in line to be
the eventual successor to
Martin Brodeur in net.
The rest of the teams were
busy planning their future
through the draft.
The Florida Panthers made
center Aleksander Barkov, the
top-ranked European skater,

A
By GARY GRAVES
AP Sports Writer

ck/m 0)to
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GARRY JONES / AP Photo

Matt Kenseth celebrates with his crew members in the
Sprint Cup
winner's circle after capturing the NASCAR
Ky., Sunday,
Sparta,
in
Speedway
Kentucky
auto race at
June 30, 2013.

SPARTA. Ky.(AP) — Matt
Kenseth's fuel-only pit road
gamble helped him beat Jimmie
Johnson late and win Sunday's
rescheduled 400-mile NASCAR
Sprint Cup Series race at
Kentucky Speedway.
A race that was Johnson's to
became
ultimately
lose
Kenseth's series-high fourth victory of the season even though
he passed on getting new tires
following the race's ninth caution. He widened his lead after a
wild four-wide restart on lap 246
that saw Johnson's No. 48
Chevy spin from second place
on a dominant day he led three
times for 182 of 267 laps.
The series points leader finished ninth and leads Carl
Edwards by 38 points.
Kenseth led twice for 38 laps.
including the final 23 in the No.
20 Toyota.

•See NASCAR, 12A
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Haas pulls away at Congressional
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
BETHESDA, Md. (AP) —
Bill Haas made the long walk
across a makeshift bridge and
under the grandstands to the
18th green for the trophy presentation. high-living kids along
the railing and raising his cap
to thousands of fans who
cheered as they,saw him coming.
His victory Sunday in the
AT&T National was even
sweeter when he compared it
with all the times he failed.
"As many times as I've
choked and hit bad shots and
I've been nervous and it hasn't
worked out — I was feeling all
those things today — and to hit
good. quality golf shots down
the stretch is such a good feeling." Haas said. "I wish I could
explain it. It's amazing."
His golf spoke volumes.
Haas pulled away from a
crowd of contenders with three
straight birdies, two good pars
and one good hop. It led to a Sunder 66, giving him a threeshot win at Congressional over
Roberto Castro and putting him
into distinguished company On
two levels.
Haas has won at least one
PGA Tour event in each of the
last four years. joining Phil
Mickelson. Dustin Johnson and
Justin Rose. And he kept the
pedigree of champions at the
AT&T National on a day when
a half-dozen players were trying to win their first PGA Tour
event. In the seven-year history
of the tournament. Rose was
the lowest-ranked player to
win. He was No. 35 when he
won at Aronimink in 2010.
Haas started the wk at No.
29.
Haas is honest to fault,
which explains why he is too
hard on himself. He talked

about how he "threw up on
myself" at Riviera when he lost
a three-shot lead in the final
round, and he twice used the
word "choke" in describing
past failures.
"That's terrible to say that 'I
choke' and 'I throw up on
myself,' but I'm just honest that
I did that," he said. "But go
from there. How do you get
better? Don't do it again, you
know? That's my best statement. Just don't do that again.
Today, I didn't do it. I think it
makes it that much sweeter,
too, when you can remember
the times you stunk."
He made only one bogey,
making good on his pledge
Saturday to clean up his card
after a third round that included
a triple bogey on the 11th hole.
As many as six players had a
share of the lead at some point
until Haas rolled in a 10-foot
birdie putt on No. 8. Worried
about a splotch of mud on his
ball, he hit his approach to just
inside 12 feet for birdie on the
par-5 ninth, and then hit a 5iron to 10 feet for another
birdie on the 10th.
Haas led by at least two
shots the entire back nine,
though he never allowed himself to think about winning
until he stood over a 3-foot par
putt on the 18th hole and realized he had three putts to win.
"I just kept the ball in front
of me," Haas said.. "Nothing
too crazy."
The 31-year-old won for the
fifth time in his career, and this
was the first one with Tiger
Woods on the property — not
to play, but to hand out the trophy. Woods sat out this week
with an elbow injury and won't
play again until the British
Open, though
he
was
impressed with what he saw.
"He played beautifully
today," Woods said. "He ban-

died his business through the
tougher stretch of holes and
pulled away."
Castro, part of a four-way
tie for the lead at the start of the
final round, made Haas work
for it.
"He didn't make any mistakes, and the birdies on 9 and
10 were big," Castro said after
his 69.
The other leaders fell away.
Andres Romero had a double
bogey on the fourth hole ansl
shot 75. James Driscoll didn't
make a birdie in his round of
74.
Jordan Spieth, the 19-yearold from Texas who needs a
win to become a PGA Tour
member and be eligible for the
FedEx Cup playoffs, started his
day by holing out -frcnit a fairway bunker for,eagle and chipping in for birdie 'to tie for the
lead. He dropped a shot at No.
11 — the hardest hole at
Congressional — about the
time Haas was on his critical
run of birdies. Spieth had a 69
and finished sixth, pushing his
earnings for the year over $1.1
million.
Castro bogeyed the opening
hole,and that was his only mistake. He was one shot out of
the lead at the turn, couldn't
match birdies with Haas at the
par-3 10th, and then stuck with
him the rest of the day.
"It helped that Roberto
played so well," Haas said.
Haas, who finished on 12under 272, never allowed himself to think about winning,
even after he seized control
around the turn. Congressional
wouldn't let him. Even though
he made 15 birdies on the
weekend, he remembered the
triple bogey on the 11th hole
Saturday that temporarily
derailed him.
This time, he found the fairway, hit onto the, green, took
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two putts for par and exhaled.
Haas saved par from a
bunker on the par-3 13th with a
6-foot putt that swirled 360
degrees around the cup before
falling, and then picked up an
unlikely birdie on the 14th
when his 9-iron was drifting
toward a mound covered with
shaggy rough to the right of the
green. It hopped off the mound
to about 10 feet, and he went
from a possible bogey to a
birdie when he made the putt.
He made one more birdie
with a wedge that checked up a
foot from hole on the par-5
16th, and Haas was on his way.
The biggest struggle after
that was hoisting the silver trophy of the U.S. Capitol over his
head in the stifling heat of the
closing ceremony on the 18th
green.
Haas was still smarting over
losing a three-shot lead in the
final round at Riviera, making
five bogeys in a seven-hole
stretch in the middle of his
round. He had the 36-hok lead
at the Memorial until a 76-71
weekend.
He was solid on Sunday at
Congressional, and the win
moved him to No. 7 in the
FedEx Cup standings with the
playoffs about two months
away. That's important to Haas,
who won the FedEx Cup in
2011 and failed to qualify for
the Tour Championship last
year.
D.H. Lee made nine birdies
to match a tournament-best 64
and tied for third with Jason
Kokrak, who briefly shared the
lead on the front nine and had a
69. Stewart Cink closed With a
67 and finished alone in fifth.
his best finish on the PGA Tour
in stroke play since he won the
British Open four years ago at
Turnberry.

•NASCAR...
From Page 11A
bragging rights over fellow Cup
veteran Kyle Busch, competing
in the grueling tripleheader
weekend as well. Busch wasn't
far off from Keselowski, running a spot behind him in the
Truck race and finishing fifth in
Nationwide.
Edwards quickly got past
Earnhardt after the green flag

and led the first 32 laps,
although a competition caution
allowed Earnhardt to reclaim the
lead with a two-tire stop, a strategy followed by the top 10.
Denny Hamlin was one of those
and restarted sixth on lap 36,but
he quickly had to return to the
pits when his right front tire
went down.
Hamlin's misfortune quickly

created concern for Earnhardt
and Johnson when the rubber
slid off the tire rim during his,
exit and flew back on to the'
track. Earnhardt ran over it,
bending his splitter's right side,
before the tire flew off and
bounced off Johnson's hood to
bring out the race's second caution on lap 39.
Another wreck sent Hamlin

I played after I teed off."
Perry trailed\ by as many as
eight shots earlier in the tournament before tracking down
Couples over the weekend. He
drew within two thanks to consecutive 63s in the second and
third rounds and kept it going
Sunday.
It was sweet vindication for a
player who has won more than
$31 million during his 31-year
career but is better known for
those rounds that went all
wrong.
Perry led Mark Brooks by a
shot at the 1996 PGA
Tournament at Valhalla just outside Louisville, about two hours
north of his hometown of
Franklin. Ky., only to bogey the
final hole to fall into a playoff
with Mark Brooks. Brooks

birdied the first extra hole for teamed with Waldorf to wear
the victory.
down Couples.
The agony grew exponentialWaldorf began the day four
ly 13 years later, when he stood strokes behind Couples but
on the 17th tee at Augusta with a wasted little time making up
two-shot lead. Consecutive ground. He rattled off four
bogeys dropped Perry into a straight birdies to start his round
three-way tie with Angel and shot 29 on the front nine. He
Cabrera and Chad Campbell. He cooled off after making the turn
failed to get up and down on No. and finished with a 6-under 64,
10, the second playoff hole, and giving Perry enough room to
Cabrera made par to capture the pull away.
green jacket.
"It's not surprising,(Perry) is
Perry had another close call obviously a great player,"
at the Senior PGA in May. He Waldorf said. "Winning these
led through three rounds at majors isn't easy and he did a
Bellerive in St. Louis but was great job this week."
•
dogged by knee pain and overMichael Allen and first-round
taken by unheralded Kohki leader John Huston 'tied for
ldoki.
fourth at 12 under. Colin
On Sunday, there would be Montgomerie, playing in his
no folding.
first Champions Tour event,
Buoyed by a hot putter, Perry closed with a 65 to tie for ninth.

to the infield care center and left
him 35th.
The biggest incident came 10
laps later when Kurt Busch spun
out Keselowski near turn I ,triggering a six-car accident that
red-flagged the race. Greg Biffle
slammed into Keselowski, lifting his car off the asphalt and
leaving both Fords mangled.
Somehow,both returned.

•Perry...
From Page 11A
ous, you get ants). But today I
had a.peace about die ... if I can
kind of draw upon this the next
time I get into the heat of things
hopefully I'll finish it off like I
did today."
Couples was hoping to polish
off his third major victory on the
Champions Tour, but after cruising through the first three rounds
he couldn't match Perry's shotmaking on the final day.
Couples now has four runner-up
finishes this season, including
each of the last two majors.
- "There were a couple shots
you always should have back."
Couples said. "The putt on (15)
looked so easy and I just hammered it and I kind of flinched at
it coming down the hill ... it was
a little bit of a sour day the way
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National Lasgus
East Division
L Pct GB
W
—
48 34 585
Atlanta
1
2
Washington
41 40 506 6/
9
39 43 476
Philadelphia
13
New York
33 45 423
18
Miami
29 51 363
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
—
Pittsburgh
50 30 625
/
2
St LOOls
49 32 605 11
Cincinnati
5
46 36 567
Chicago
/
2
34 45 430 151
/
2
Milwaukee
32 47 405 171
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Arizona
42 39 519
41 41 500 11
Colorado
/
2
San Diego
1
2
40 42 488 2/
San Francisco
38 42 475 3/
1
2
37 43 463 4/
Los Angeles
1
2
Sunday's Games
Miami 6, San Diego 2
Washington 13 NY Mets 2
Atlanta 6, Arizona 2
Milwaukee at Pittsburgh. 1.35 pm.
Texas 3. Cincinnati 2
Oakland 7 St Louis 5
Chicago Cubs at Seattle. 4 10 p.m.
Philadelphia at LA Dodgers, 410 p m
San Francisco at Colorado. 4 10 p m
Monday's Games
Milwaukee (Gallardo 6-7) at Washington

Zimmermann hl-3) 7 05 p m
Anzona (Miley 4-7) at N V Mets(Marcum
1-9) 710pm
San Diego (Marquis 9-3) at Miami
(Fernandez 4-4) 7 10 p m
San Francisco (Kickham 0-2) at
Cincinnati (Arroyo 6-61 7 10 p in
American League
East Division
W
L Pct GB
—
50 34 595
Boston
46 36 561
Baltimore
3
42 38 525
New York
6
43 39 524
Tampa Bay
6
40 41 494 8/
1
2
Toronto
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
43 37 538
Detroit
—
44 38 537
Cleveland
—
38 41 481
41
/
2
Kansas City
36 42 462
Minnesota
6
32 47 405 101
Chicago
/
2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
—
48 34 585
Texas
Oakland
‘.'t
48 35 578
39 43 476
9
Los Angeles
35 46 432 12,r2
Seattle
Houston
30 52 366
18

•Jones...
From Page 11A
Sweden, fifth and the Calgary
Flames followed with center
Sean Monahan from Ottawa of
the Ontario Hockey League.
After picking first the last
three years, the Edmonton
Oiler's
took
defenseman
Darnell Nurse, of Saulte Ste.
Marie in the OHL, with the
seventh choice. Nurse is the
nephew of former Philadelphia
Eagles quarterback Donovan
McNabb. McNabb posted a
picture on Twitter of the two of
them smiling together a couple
of hours before the draft.
The NHL had two black
players picked in the top seven
with Jones and Nurse.
The Buffalo Sabres took
Finnish defenseman Rasmus
Ristolainen with the eighth
overall pick.
The New Jersey Devils and
the Prudential Center are hosting the draft for the first time.
NHL Commissioner Gary
Bettman was drowned out by
boos each time he took the
podium. But he finally heard
cheers when he announced the
Devils were on the clock. It
became louder when Bettman
announced the Devils traded
the ninth pick to Vancouver for
Schneider.
"I think you guys are gonna
want to hear this." Bettman
said.
Schneider was on the market
once the Canucks were unable
to dump high-priced goalie
Roberto Luongo.
The Canucks then selected
center Bo Norval. of London
(OHL), with the ninth pick
The Dallas Stars selected forward Valeri Nichushkin. of
Russia, with the 10th pick.
Jones, who lived
in
Colorado as a youth and
seemed a perfect fit for the
Avalanche, has
ties
to
Tennessee, as well. Popeye
Jones owns a house there, and
there is still family throughout
the state.
"It's a perfect spot for him
Popeye Jones said, proudly.
"He'll be motivated there, and
ready to go."

LUNCH
SPECIALS
Monday-Friday 11:00-2:00

Sandwiches
(includes one classic side)

1/2 Ham & Swiss Baked Sub
$4.99

1/2 Italian Baked Sub w/Fries
$4.99
1/2 Chicken Salad Baked Sub
$4.99
Cheese Burger

$5.99

Grilled Chicken

$5.99

Fried Fish Sandwich

$5.99

Pizza Pasta
(includes small side salad)

6" One Topping Pizza
$4.99
Spaghetti w/Meat Sauce
$4.99

Salads
House Salad
Caesar Salad
Chef Salad
Chicken Salad

$6.99
$6.99
$7.99
$7.99

Tenders
includes one classic side)

1/2 Order Chicken Tenders
$4.99

To

1/2 Order Buffalo Tenders
$3.30
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Philly Cheese Steak ..$5.99

"Serving The Area Since 1956'
1880 State Rt. 121 So., Mayfield • 247-5866
Monday- Friday • 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
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1/2 Turkey & Swiss Baked Sub
$4.99

CASTLEMAN TIRE
& REPAIR, INC.

•Alignment
"Brakes
"Shocks "Struts
Lube & Filter

4
Vol.

So if you're looking for a job... or you've got a job opening to tell people about...
doesn't it make sense for both of you to meet where you're most likely to find each other?
That's right.., in the newspaper.
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